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Introduction
Early modern Europe was not a peaceful
place, and much of its history is marred
by seemingly incessant conflict.1 For
much of this history, warfare was indeed
characterised by confessional and political
motives. With the benefit of hindsight,
scholarship identified a gradual, but
non-linear, shift that occurred over the
course ofthe seventeenth century and
which informs many periodisation efforts
across disciplinary boundaries, be they
the English Civil War (1642-165I) and
its consequences for the British isles, the
Thirty Years' War and the Westphalian
settlement (1678-1648), or the triumph
of monarchical authority over rebellious
factions in Bohemia (1678-1620) and

France, the so-called Fronde (1,648-7653).
In all these contexts we note similarities as
well as discrepancies, but the bellicosity of
Europe's monarchs and their trusted coun-
cillors did not wane. To the contrary, "the
capricious ambition of kings and minis-
ters"was matched by the establishment
of increasingly intricate fiscal-financial
affangements that were put into place by
them to pay for these wars.2 Most of these
adjustments, despite outward appearances
and ex-post interpretations, came about in
hap-hazardways and conveyed intended
as weil as unintended consequences that
shaped early modern state formation
over time. Geopolitical competition fed
into the establishment and growth over
the course ofthe seventeenth and eigh-
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Topographical information follows Anglophone conventions with respect to Central Europe: for
place-names, besides those generally familiar such as Vienna or Prague, I am using their hiitorical
(mostly German) toponyms, with the addition of their current (Czech) name on the first mention.
The results that are not entirely consistent and at times frankly unsatisfactory, but at the same time
this increases the chances to locate these places on contemporary maps, To increase readabiliry
whenever possible I have used the English equivalents ofpersonal names (e.g., Charles W initead
of Karl W.) where known; all second names are reproduced as they appear in the sources. Simi-
larly, I have translated all quotes and added the original wording only in those instances where the
argument waffants it; in addition, I added the respective references where full transliterations of
the original source text is freely available. All dates are New Sty1e, as this - our current - calen-
drical norm was adopted in the Habsburg monarchy in the last quarter of the sixteenth century. Cf
RobertJohn Weston EvaNs, Zhe Habsburg Monarchy, 1550-1700. An Interpretation,Oxford 1d79,
p. xiii-xv; Peter George Muir DtcrsoN , Finance and Governrnent under Maria Theresia, 1740-1780,
Oxford 1987, vol. 1, p. xlr.
Adam Snrrru, 7he Walth ofNariazs, New York, N.Y.2003 117761 (= Bantam Books), p. 621.
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teenth centuries ofstanding and sitting
armies - soldiers and bureaucrats - which
in turn led to another sequence ofgradual,
equally non-linear, feedback loops that are
considered the explanation for both these
dynamics of administrative-militaristic
thickening as well as the drastic reduc-
tion of the number of sovereign states in
the period leading up to the Congress of
Vienna (1814-1815). In its most enduring,
and perhaps also its most famous, formu-
lation, Charles Tilly held that "ffiar made
the state, and the state made war", noting
that it was this most destructive of human
endeavours that "wove the European net-
work of national states, and preparation of
war created the internal structures ofthe

--
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states within it".3 On these general trends
economists, historians, political scientists,
and sociologists are all in agreement.a

Out of this consensus, reached across
disciplinary boundaries by the end of the
Cold War, emerged the interpretation that,
all other things being equal, the most suc-
cessful case of early modern state formation
was ttfe Anglo-British union. Building on
decades of scholarship and carefully con-
sidering London's competitors across the
Channel,John Brewer's The Sinezus of Potaer
constitutes a historiographical watershed.
Endorsing P.G.M. Dickson's findings on
the role and importance of credit for the
British war efforts during the eighteenth
century, Brewer argued that the growth of

public debt - and Britain's continued cred-
it-worthiness - was contingent on regular
taxation, which underwrote government
borowing. It was this set of fiscal-financial
arrangements that conferred upon Britaint
leadrngpoliticians the comparative advan-
l.Lge of more reliabie and credible debt ser-
vice: after the Glorious Revolution (1688),
London's interest payments were no longer
exclusively dependent on the capricious
whims of any one monarch. To the contra-
ry, the British body poJitic, assembled in
Parliament, underwrote these loans, which
allowed them to emerge victoriously from
the "Second Hundred Years'War" against
France over the course ofthe eighteenth
century.s \Mith the benefit of hindsight,
it is clear that the evolving British "fiscal-
-mittary state"was more resilient than its
continental peer competitor, France, but it
proved equally intrusive and heary-handed
when'judged by the criteria of the ability
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to take pounds out ofpeople's pockets and
to put soldiers in the field and sailors on the
high seas."6 In other words: Parliamentary
Britain beat its more autocratic rival at theit
own game, and we will return to this point
in due course.

Taking note ofthe rich historiogra-
phy spawned by Brewer's argument, this
essay is an attempt to investigate, "how
certain forms of centralized and locai
power interactfed] with one another" to
more even-handedly assess the emer-
gence of the fiscal-military state. Con-
temporaries and present-day scholars
alike were (are) aware of the implications
and consequences of the establishment
of standing and sitting armies, yet at the
same time we are reminded that there is
neither a"clear trajectory or unbending
path" nor "a consistent salience" ofsuch
fi scal-military states. 7 Acknowledging
these facts, we note the "experimental" or

Qrotes respectively from Charles Tir-r-v, Aeiflections on the History of European State-Mal<ing,in:
idem (ed.), The Formation of the National State in Western Europe, Princeton, NJ. 1975 (= Strdl"t
in Political Development 8), p. 3-83, quote on p. 42; tor.wr, Coercion, Capital, and European States,
990-1992, Cambridge,Mass.1992 (= Studies in SocialDiscontinuify), p.76;see also the synthesis
by Paul KoNNaov,The Rise and Fall of the Great Pouers. Economic Change and Military Confictfrom
1500 to 2000,New York, N.Y. 1988, p. 70-1.39.

Follow the evolution of this trend in Anthony Grooarvs, 1he Nation-State and Violence, Cambridge
1985 (= A Contemporary Critique of Historical Materialism 2),p. L1,2; Philip T. Horrr,raN -Je-
an-Laurent RostxrHar-, Zhe Politiml Economy of Warfare and Taxation in Early Modern Europe,in:
John Drobak - John V. C. Nye (edd.), The Frontiers of the New Institutional Economics, San Die-
go, Calif. 1997,p.31-55, here p. 35; Richard BoNNev - W. M. Onrvrnoo,lz troduction,in:W.M.
Ormrod - Margaret Bonney - Richard Bonney (edd.), Crises, Revolution, and Self-sustained
Economic Growth. Essays in European Frscal History, 1130-1830, Stamford 1999,p. l-21,,here
p.2;Jan Grrrl, War and the State in Early Modern Europe. Spain, the Dutch Republic, and Suseden as
Fiscal-Militarl States, 1500-1660,London2002 (= Warfare and History), p. 216; Hendrik Srnuvr,
War Trade, and State Formation,in: Carles Boix - Susan Stokes (edd.), The Oxford Handbook of
Comparative Politics, Oxford 2007 (= The Oxford Handbooks of Political Science), p. 21,1-235,
here p. 214-21,5; Timothy Be sr.ev - Torsten Pnnssor,l, 7he Origins of State Capaci4). Property Rights,
Taxation, and Politics, in: American Economic Review 99,2009,p. 1,218-7244, here p. 1218; Nico
VorcrrÄNoan - Hans-Joachim Yorn, Gifts of Mars. Warfare and Europei Early Rise to Riches,in:
Journal of Economic Perspective s 27 ,2013, p. 165-186, here p. 171,-1,7 6; for a critical review cf.

in Early Modern Euro?e,in: olaf Asbach - Peter Schröder (edd.), war, the state and Inrernatio-
na1 Law in Seventeenth Century Europe, Burlington 2010, p. 35-62, especially p.36-42.For the
current state ofthe debate see the essays in Lars Bo Kasppnsnrq -Jeppe SrneNosnynnc (edd.),Does
War Make States? Investigations of Charles Tillyi Historical Sociologlt, Cambridge 2017.

P. G. M. Drcrsox, The Financial Retolution in England. A Studl in the Deoelopment of Pubtit Credit,
1688-1756,London 1967 (=ly1o4"tn Revivals in History);John Bnewan, The Sineus of pou.ter. War,
Mone1, and the English State, 1688-1783,London 1989; studies building on the latter inc1. Henry
Rosrvrenn, 7he Financial Reaolution, 1660-1760,London 1991 (= Seminar Studies in History)i
Lawrence Srone (ed.),,42 Imperial state at war. Britainfronr 1689 to 181S,London 1994; Robert
Bonwny (ed.), The Rise of the Fiscal State in Europe, c. 1200-1815, Oxford 1999; W Onr.rnoo -
M. Bouxev - R. Boxxev (edd.), Crises, Revolution, and Self Sustained Economic Grotuth; Chris-
topher Sronns, wa4 Diplomacy and the Rise of sawo1, 1690-1720, cambridge 1999 (= cambridge
Studies in Italian History and Culture); see the essays in Aaron GnrHeria jPatrickWarsu (edä.),
7he British Fisca/-Military States, c 1660-17B3,London 20L6,for historiographical guidance see
their introduction on p. 7-25; the quote derives from Hamish M. Scom, Thi secori "Hundredyears
War",1689-1815,The HistoricaiJournal 35,1.992,p.433-469. See also note 35.

J. Bnawen, Zhe Sinezas ofPozuer,p. xvüi.
flris was noted already in rBrDEM, p. xviii; the quotes above are from John Bnnwrn, RevisitingThe
Sinews of Power, in: A. Graham - P. Walsh (edd.), British Fiscal-Militarl States,p. 27-34,here
p' 34, where the author himself uses the proverbial "Cheshire cat" to make this point; cf further
Joanna Innes, l/a t so strange? Neu [/ieuts of Eigbteenth-century England,Historyworkshop 29,
1990, p. 179-183, especially p. 181; do not miss the recent reflections pertaining to the British state
by Colin Kroo - Malcolm Pernrr, Our National Hodge-Podge,in: London Review of Books 39,
201,7,p.36-38, who, in the context ofBrexit, likened it to a "hodge-podge".
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"procedural" dynamics of such fiscal-fi-
nancial arrangements across early modern
Europe, which certainly call into question
any clear-cut, Quick, and unambiguous
interpretations of state formation.s Given
the current state ofresearch - a very
uneven historiography that, in general,
approaches early modern state forma-
tion from the one-point perspective of
the centre, in addition to the geographic
scope tilting towards Europe's most suc-
cessful examples (especially Britain and
France, and to a somewhat lesser degree
the Dutch Republic, the Spanish mon-
archy, and Prussia) - this essay pursues
two rather different aims: on the one
hand, assessing state formation means
to study "a network of power relation-
ships which become institutionalized to
a greater or lesser extent over time", we
find that these processes emanate "from
the local and particular rather than from
the top down"; at the same time, the
following investigation into the "com-
plex relations between the varied bodies
that made up the fractured polity of the
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fiscal-financial-military regime in the
centre accompanied by similar develop-
ments in its periphery? The reconstruc-
tion of the events and developments is
based on the extensive tax-related records
preserved in the State Regional Archives
in Öesky Krumlov.l2 In the final parr, I am
going to address the wider implications of
the findings and propose away forward
to conceptualise the crucial, but usually
under-estimated, role of domination, or
He r rs c h aft, which potentially consisted
of any number of properry tities, in the
processes that characterised early modern
state formation.

Benchmarks: State Formation
d lhutrichienne
With the benefit of hindsight, the pub-
lication of Zhe Sinews of Pouer (1989)

eighteenth-century fstate]" breaks new
ground in studying these dynamics in
the context of the Habsburg monarchy
around 1700 on the other hand, thereby
expanding these discussions to Central
Europe.e

These themes are pursued by, first,
integrating the Austrian monarchy into
the crirrent debates on early modern
state formation, focusing on the under-
studied period between the ThirtyYears'
War (1618-1648) and the accession of
Charles W (r.7711-7740). These decades
witnessed Austria's emergence as a great
power, cemented into place Vienna's
hegemony over Central Europe, and saw
the establishment of the first pan-Euro-
pean balance of power that lasted until
the trirst World War. Using the example
of Bohemia, arguably the Habsburgs'
own "metropolitan province", I will then,
second, approach the subject matter with
a number of examples drawn from the
rich, but equally under-used archives of
the Eggenberg domains centred around
Krumau (Öesky Krumlov).1o Since the

hte Middle Ages, these territories formed
arelativelylarge - in all r.390 square
kilometres (about the size of St Vincent
and the Grenadines and a good deal larger
thanMalta) - and comparatively con-
tiguous territorial agglomeration, and its
respective owners - the RoZmberk (13'r'

century to around 1602), the Eggenberg
(1,623-17 L9), and Schwarzenberg (7723-
1,948/49) - were among the most powerful
lords in the Bohemian lands.11 The third
and final part of this essay assesses the
pertinent question ofthe consequences of
fiscal-financial integration via extraordi-
nary wartime measures, in particular ad-
dressing the entanglements between local,
regional, and supra-regional instances as
well as their social and political conse-
quences. In other words: was the emer-
gence of the Austrian variety of a powerful

8 Qrotes by William D Go_osn-v, Zhe Sinew:s of Habsburg Powen Lower Austria in a Fiscal-Militaryr
State, 1650-1820, Oxford 20I8,p. 16; the decentralised nature of the Habsburg monarchy as u.i ur."t,
not an obstacle, was brought into consideration by Renate Ptnvnn, Financing Ä Emp;re. T 

he Austrian
Composite Monarchy, 1650'1848, in: Bartolom6 Yun-Casrlilla - patrick K. ö'Brien (edd.),The Rise of
rlscal States. A Global History, 7500-1974, cambridge 201-2,p. J.64-232, especially p. te+-t6g; on
a more general level, cf Bartolomd Yurq-Casnulrd,Introduction, in: ibidem, p. 1-3i,iere p. 23,were
the author introduces the notion of an 'bptimum size for the efficiency of 6scal states,,.

' Qrotes. respectively from Steve HINor-r, Ihe State and Social Change in England, c. 1550-1640,8a-
singstoke 2000 (= Early Modern History), p. 19; J. Bnawe n, R ea;il.tlng1i, Sinews of Power, p. 34.

t0 Term and concept ofthe "metropolitan province"derives from the debates about the roles oflreland
and Scotland within the British fiscai-military states; it denotes, in Andrew Mackillop's words,
"a constitutionally, poJitically and socio-economically distinctive society within the fcämposite
Habsburg monarchy] which,integrated, but did not fully assimilate, wiih the fneighbouring Austri-
an] state and societywhich formed the foundation of the wider [Austrian] fiscal-äilitary ämplex."
See Huw V. BownN, Elites, Enter?rise, and the Making of the British Oaerseas Ernpire, 168A-1725,
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Basingstoke 1996,p. 1'54-L55; the definition follows Andrew MacKrr-ror, ,Szzls i11t State or Draut-b:*!::"i.*:? lr&teenth-centurl scotland and the British Fiscat-Mi/itary complei,in: A. Graham -
P. walsh (edd.),The British F"rscal-Military states, p. L79-799,here p. isr (my modifications).

11 On the Eggenberg domains see Walther E. HavonNoonrr, Die Fürsten und Freiherren ztt Eggen-
bergund ibre Vorfahren,Grazl'965,p.61-188; Gerhard B. Menauscnrrc,Die Fürsten zu Eglinberg
unterbesondererBeri)clzsichtigungihresKunstmäzenatentums, 1568-1717,Gra21.968(""publiihed "
Ph.D. thesis), p. 153-188; for a territorial overview see Pavel Hrvi-, Di e "arrnben Leüte" und die
Macltt. Die Untertanen der südböbnischen Herrschaft Öeskj Krumlot/Krumau im Spannungsfeld zu,tis-
chen Gemeinde, Obrigkeit und Kirche, 1680-1781, Sruttgart 2003 (= Qrellen und-Forscliingen zn,
Agrargeschichte 48), p. 37-39; on the administrative side of things see Martin MurscHr-icuNrn,
Die Fürsten von Eggenberg als Herzöge aon Krumau. Kontinuität und Wandel in Südböhmen im 17.
Jahrhundert,Wien200T (unpublishedM.A.thesis),p.37-32;themostrecenrrreatmenris!IAnn^
KuürovÄ, Eggenberkood. Z bankdiskd lavice na knäeci stolec,praha 201,6 (= Slechtickd rody Cech,
Moravy a Slezska 14), onJohann christian ofEggenberg (t.1665-1270) see p. 107-138, on the
Eggenberg domains in the Bohemian lands see p. 168-186.

t2 fhis study is based on the tax records ofthe Eggenberg domains, preserved in the Stätni oblastni
archiv fState Regional Archive] Tieboi, oddöleni [Satellite Office] Öesky Krumlov (hence SOA
Tleboü, oddöleni Öesky' Krumlov), \&chni iriad - öeskä generälia [-seignorial direcorate -BohemianDocuments] (hence Vü - ög), sign. I 4L a,fasc. 62,63,64, and 65; thii extensive documentation is
complemented with some additional materials such as the resolutions passed by the kingdom's diet;
further commentary on the sources and the archival situation provideiby Stephan Sanirn-Flrs,
Herrscbaft und Staatlichkeit. Böhmen und die Habsburgermonarchie vom Drey'tigjährigen Krieg bis
Karl W., Znrich 2017 (Habilitationsschrift), p. 61-65.
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constitutes a historiographical watershed
of the first order for British history. Across
the Channel, however, the full scale of
Brewert arguments was at first obscured
by the impact of Nicholas HenshalT's Zhe

Myth ofAbsolutism (1992) that almost
immediateiy enthralled, albeit rather se-
lectively, most early modernists in western
Europe.13 Engendering lively debates,
around the turn of the millennium many
French and German historians concluded
that "absolutism" had outlived its useful-
ness as a heuristic device.la With no clear
repiacement in sight, Continental histo-
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Nicholas HcNsHalr, The Myth ofÄbsolutism. Change and Continui4t in Ear$ Modern European Mo-
narchy,London 1992; :roal,, Ear$ Modern Absolutism, 1550-1700. Political Reality or Propaganda,
in: Ronald G. Asch and Heinz Duchhardt (edd.), Der Absolutismus - ein Mythosl Strukturwandel
monarchischer Herrschaft in West- und Mitteleuropa, ca. 1550-1700, Kö1n 1996 (= Münstersche
historische Forschungen 9), p. 25-53.
Reactions to Henshall's argument incl. Heinz Ducuuexo'r,Absolutisrnus -Absthied oon einem
EpochenbegrffiHistorische Zeitschrift258,1,994,p.713-722; see the (other) essays in Ronald
Ascn - Heinz DucHHARDT (edd.), Der Absolutismus - ein M1thos?',Peter Bavvcaxt,Absolutisrnus
ein Mlthos? Aufgel<lärterAbsolutismus ein Widerspruch? Refexionen zu einem kontroaersen Thema
gegenuärtiger Frühneuzeitforschung,Zeitschr'{t fijr historische Forschtng 27 ,2000, p. 573-589;
HeinzDucsuauoqDieÄbsolutismusdebatte-eineÄntipolernilz,Historische Zeitschrift257,2002,
p.323-331; do not miss the extensive guidance offered by Markus MrunervN and Ralf PnövE, Die
Faszination des Staates und die historische Praxis. Zur Beschreibung onn Herrscbaftsbeziehungenjenseiß
teleologischer und dualistischer Begrffibildungen, in: idem (edd.), Herrschaft in der Frühen Neuzeit.
fJmrisse eines dynamisch-kommunikativen Prozesses, Münster 2004 (= Herrschaft und soziale
Systeme in der Frühen Neuzeit 2), p. 1-49; see also note 19.

Cf. Wolfgang RerNuano, Geschichte der Staatsgeztalt. Eine vergleichende [/erfassungsgesthichte Europas
von der AuJklärung bis zur Gegenuart,Minchen 2002, p.50-51; Jean Ptcc. (Jne histoire de I'Etut en
Europe. Pouvoir, justice et droit du Moyen Age h nos jours,Paris 2009 (= Les Manuels de Sciences Po),
p. 231,)46; recent developments are summarised byJoachim Bnurcrc, Landesherruhaft, Terri-
torien und Staat in derfrühen Neuzeit,München 2072 (= Enzyklopädie deutscher Geschichte 91),
p. 59-116; and by Matthias ScnNe rrcen - Heinz Ducn ur^xor, Barotk und Aufhlärung, München
201,5 (= Oldenbourg Grundriss der Geschichte 1.I), p. 1.69-173.

See the essays in Lothar Scnru-rxc (ed.),Absolutismus, ein unersetzliches Forschungskonzept? Eine
deu*ch-französische Bilanz/L'absolutisme, un concept irremplagable? Une mise au pointfranco-allemande,
München 2014 (= Pariser historische Studien 79); on Anglo-French historiography, less sceptical
than their German colleagues, e.g.,James B. Colr-rNs, 'Ihe State in Early Modern France,Cambridge
2009 (= New Approaches to European History 42), p. xi-rorv; Ariette Jc-uANNA, Le ?ou,uoir absolu.
Naissance de t'imaginaire politique de la royaut6,P*ris 2013 (= Ilesprit de la cit6 Gallimard); see also
note 19.
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Within German-language historiography,
second, these debates fed into a number
of interpretations of state formation (or
the lack thereof) that eventually touched
upon the latent, and still open-ended,
question of the Holy Roman Empiret
statehood; in all, these gave rise to rwo to
three more or less different approaches, a1l

of which are dealing with communication

while differing to some degree in terms of
the "systemic" nature of the interactions
among the various protagonists.lT Here
we note that these discussions were, third,
mainly conducted within, and with respect
to, the borders of present-day Germany,
which means these debates did not ini-
tially not include the Habsburg monarchy.
While this was criticised at the time, and

On the Empire's statehood, see the essays in Matthias ScsNrrrcnn (ed.),Irnperium Romanurn -
Irregulare Corpus - Teußcher Reicbs-Staat. Das Alte Reich im Verständnis der Zeitgenossen und der
Historiographie,Mainz 2002 (= Veröffentlichungen des Instituts für europäische Geschichte Mainz,
Beiheft 57); these two to three approaches include, first,'hegotiated domination'(Herrschaftsver-
mittlung) and "triangulation'(tiangulierung), as proposed by Stefan Bnnrrxsrer, llerrschaftsaer-
mittlung im Alten Europa. Pralztiken lokaler Justiz, Politih und Wrroaltung im internationalen Wrgleich,
in: idem - Heide Wunder (edd.), Ergebene Diener ihrer Herren? Herrschaftsvermittlung im alten
Europa, Köln 2005, p. 1-21; see also Stefan Bnerrxsrnr,,{ize?tanzorientierte Herrschaft. Über-
legungen zur politischen Kultur der Frühen Neuzeit,in: Helmut Neuhaus (ed.), Die Frühe Neuzeit
als Epoche, München 2009, p. 395-406 (= Historische Zeitschrift, Beiheft 49); and the essays in
Stefan Bn q,ransrar - Corinna voN Bnroow - Birgit NAIHnn (edd.), Herrschaft und Wrualtung
in der Frühen Neuzeit,Berlin 201,4 (= Historische Forschungen Duncker und Humblot 101). These
developments prepared the ground for, second,Wim Br-oc<ueus - Andrd HolrnstrrN -Jon
Marnrru (edd.), Empouering Interactions. Political Cultures and the Emergence of the State in Euro?e,
1300-1900, Farnham 2009; here we note that Stefan Bnarrxs;rrx, Einleitung, in: S. Brakensiek -
C. von Bredow- B. Näther (edd.), Herschaft und Verwaltung,p.9-24,here p. 12, considers the
approach fleshed out by Andr6 Hor.aNsrutu, Emportering Interaüions. Looking at Statebuildingfrom
Belon:,'tn: W Blockmans - A. Holenstein -J. Mathieu (edd.), Empowering Interactions, p. 1-31
a "different perspective of the same phenomenon". Clearly more distinct are, third, the approaches
derived from Niklas Luhman's communication and systems theories, on which see, e.g., the essays
in Gerd Arrnorr (ed.), Zeirhen - Rituale - Werte. Internationales Kolloquiurn des Sonderforuhungsbe-
reichs 496 an der WestJiilischen llilhe/ms-Uniaersität Münster, Münster 2004 (= Symbolische Kom-
munikation und gesellschaftliche \Mertesysteme 3); Rudolf Scnröcr. - Bernhard GrrssE'N - Jürgen
Os.ra nnavnrer (edd.), Die Wirklichkeit der Symbole. Grundlagen der Kommunikation in historischen
und gegenrrärtigen Gesellschaften,Konstanz2004 (= Historische Kulturwissenschaft 1); Mark
HrNcannn, 1{aiserhof und Adel in der Mitte des 17. Jahrhunder*. Eine Kommunikationsgeschichte der
Macht in der Vormoderne,Konstanz2004 (= Historische I(ulturwissenschaft 3); Rolf RaTcHARDT -
Rüdiger Scrivtor - Hans-Ulrich THenann (edd.), Slmbolische Politi/. und ?olitische Zeichensysteme
in Zeitalter derfranzösischen Revolutionen, 1789-1848,Mnnster 2005 (= Symbolische Kommuni-
kation und gesellschaftliche Wertesysteme 10); Marian Füssar - Thomas Wur.nn (edd.), Ordnung
und Distinktion. Praktihen sozialer Repräsentation in der ständischen Gesellschaft,M;jnster 2005 (=
Symbolische Kommunikation und gesellschaftliche Wertesysteme 8); Mark Hnucrnrn, Wer regiert
im Finanzstaat? Zur Entstehung landesf)rstlicber Entscheidungen unter Mitlxirkung der niederösterrei-
chischen Kammer im 16. Jahrhundert,in: Reinhard Butz -Jan Hirschbiegel (edd.), Hof und Macht.
Dresdener Gespräche II zurTheorie des Hofes, Betlin2007 (= Vita curialis 1), p. 87-140; see also
the essays in Stefan Haes - Mark HENGERER (edd.),Im Schatten der Macbt. Kommunikations/<zrltu-
ren in Politik und l/ertoaltung, 1600-1950, Frankfurt am Main 2008.

rians embraced the Cultural Ti:rn and in-
stead proposed that the early modern state
was, above all, characterised by"coopera-
tiorl'within, and "consensus" among, the
ruling elites, which explained the limits of
monarchical authority.l 5

These discussions resulted in three in-
terrelated, but also somewhat contradicto-
ry, coriceptual and historiographical trends:
first, whereas most French and German
historians were quick to cast aside both
concept and term of"absolutism", thete is
now a growing unease, and a number of
scholars are open about re-introducing it.16

14

15
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rightly so, by Ronald Asch, Harm Kluet-
ing, and others, it took about a decade
before this omission was remedied.l8

As of this writing, the unintended
consequences of these developments point
yet into another direction. Recent trends
and current interpretations of European
cultural, political, and social evolution are
indicative of an interesting terminological
(re-) convergence, clearly visible through
the addition of the qualifier "Baroque" to
"absolutisni'when speaking about early
modern France, many German lands, and

STEPHANSANDER-FAES STEPHANSANDER-FAES /VEDECKESTUDIE/

On the issues of the Holy Roman Empiret statehood see essays in M. ScsNamcrn (ed.),
Irnperium Romanun'r,in particrtTar the essay by Ronald Asch (Frage an Georg Schmidt,in: ibidem,
p.295-296); the state of research on the early modern Holy Roman Empire is summarised in
R.J. W. Ever..rs - Michael ScsatcH - Peter H. Wrr.son (edd.),Zhe Holy Roman Empire. 1495-1806,
Oxford 2011 (= Studies of the German Historical Institute London); and R. J. W. Ever.rs - Pe-
ter H. Wrr-soN (edd.),7he Holy Roman Empire, 1495-1806. A EuroPean Pers?ective,Leiden2012
(= Brill's Companion to European History 1); the Habsburg monarchy's exclusion in the original
"absolutism debate" brought forth Harm Kr"uo:rINc, Das Reich und Osterreich, 1648-1740, Münster
7999 (= Historia profana et ecclesiastica 1), but it is also mirored in Ronald Asch's question; the
Austrian monarchyt entry into this debate was accomplished by Petr Meie -Thomas llÄxru-
nauen (edd.), Die Habsburgermonarchie 1620-1740. Leistungen und Grenzen des Absolutismuspara-
digmas,suttgart 2006 (= Forschungen zur Geschichte und Kultur des östlichen Mitteleuropa 24),
for bibliographical guidance see the editors'introduction (Einleitung. DasÄbsolutisrnuskonzept, die
Neubezoertung derfrühneuzeitlicben Monarchie und der zusammengesetzte Staat der österreichiscben
Habsburger int 17. undfrühen 18. Jahrhundert, in: ibidem, p. 7-42).

Witness the comeback of "absolutism" in schoiarship on France in, e.g, Guy RowLANDS, The Dyna-
stic State and the Arml under Louis XIV Royal Seraice and Private Interest, 1661-1701, Cambridge
2002 (= Cambridge Studies in Early Modern History), p. 9-17; J. Cor,r-rN s, Earll Modern France,
p. xirorv, Darryl Dr,a, Expansion and Crisis in Louis XIV\ Franca Franche-Com.td andÄbsolute
Monarchlt, 1674-1715, Rochester, N.Y. 2009 (= Changing Perspectives on Early Modern Europe
13),p.6-8;J. Axrnltn,Lepouvoirabsolu,p.50-70,p. 11'9-48;EADEM,Leprinceabsolu.Apogdeet
ddclin de I'imaginaire rnonarchigue,Paris 2074 (= L'esprit de la citd); as for German historical writing,
notice the change in title in one of the profession's main textbooks: whereas Heinz DucHHanrr,
Das Zeitalter des Absolutismus,München (= Oldenbourg Grundriss der Geschichte 11), kept its
title through eds. 1-3 (appearing in L989,7992,and 1993, respectively), there was significant shift
from eds. 4-5 onwards: ed. 4 appeared as roxur, Barock und AuJklärung, München 2010, while ed. 5
was published by ronrrl - Matthias ScHNarrcen, Barock undr{uJklärzzg, München 2015; see also
Martin Wnaon , Absolutismus,'tn: Friedrich Jaeger (ed.), Enzyklopädie der Neuzeit, Stuttgart 2014,
accessible online via http://dx.doi.org/1,0.1,1,63/2352*0248-edn-a0017000 (6 December 2018).

The basis for the Czech interpretation is R. Evexs, Zhe Habsburg Monarchy,p. 195-234; con-
sequently, Czech historiography now uses the term "Baroque Absolutism", first introduced byJosef

This essay, by contrast, approaches one
of historiographyt late-comers to these
debates, the Habsburg monarchy, based on
two distinctively different premises:21 first,
individual actions and structural develop-
rnents convey different - and differing -
consequences for central institutions vis-ä-
vrs those occurring contemporaneously in
administratively and geographically remote
arczis,that is, in the periphery. It follows,
second, that state integration, understood
as afi lJurnan-made,but elite-driven, dyna-
mic emanating from the centre of power,

is accompanied by countervailing and at
times opposing trends and pressures whose
consequences may ü may not increase with
geographical distance.22 Wa rfare, above a17,

concentrates decision-making and influence
in the hands of a limited number of indi-
viduals and institutions while non-essential
considerations (temporarily) recede. Armed
conflict thus gave :rise to a certain kind of
state formation, whi.h wur accompanied by
various degrees ofdisintegration and loss
of cohesion outsidethe corridors of power.23
In short, this essay explores, hovr, as the

YÄrxa, Däjiny Moraay. Moraoa reformace, renesance a barorta,Brno 1995 (= Vlastivöda moravskä.
Novä iada 6),vo1.2,p. 115; see also roru, Spoleönost a kultura baroAa na Moravd,in: Ivo IGsek -
Zdenök I(udölka - Milos Stehlik -Josef Välka (edd.), Umöni baroka na Moravö a ve Slezsku, Praha
1996,p.74-41',here p. 17; on the ensuing debate cf.TomäiKNoz,,4bsolutismus nebo Absolutismui'?
K historii jednoho pojmu, Casopis Matice moravsk4.1"27,2002,p. 457-483; and Eduard Maun,
staat und (lokale) Gutsherrschaft in Böhmen, 1650-1750,in: Markus Cerman - Robert Luft (edd.),
IJntertanen, Herrschaft und Staat in Böhmen und im "Alten Reich". Sozialgeschichtliche Studien
zur frühen Neuzeit, München 2005 (= Veröffentlichungen des Collegium Carolinum 99), p. 31-50,
herc p. 37-32; the term has since been adopted by most Czech early modernists, as evidenied by
Jiii Mrxurrc, Baroque Absolutism, 1620-1740, in: Jaroslav Pänek - oldiich Tüma (edd.), A Hisiory
of the Czech Lands, Prague 2009, p. 23 L-25 9, incl. bibiiography.

lnt1g{uctgry overviews by charles w. INcneo, 'Ihe Habsburg Monarchl, 1618-1875, cambridge
2005 (= New Approaches to European History 21), 53-149; R. J. W EvaNs, 'Ihe Habsburgs aid
central Europe, 1683-1723,in: idem (ed.), Austria, Hungary, and the Habsburgs. Essays on central
Europa, c. 1683-1'867 , Oxford 2006, p. 3-14; further see, if heavily focused on military and political
history, Michael HocHror-rncnn,Austria's Wars of Emergence. Wati State and Society in'the H)bsburg
Monarchy, 1683-1797, London 2003 (= Modern wars in Perspective), p. 50-178, incl. bibliography;
most recentlyThomas WINxor.s eur.n, Krieg und Herrschaftsrerdicbtung in der Habsburgermorirrili
nach dem Drey'ligiährigen Krieg,ln: I(arin sperl - Martin scheutz - Arno Strohmeyer(edd.), Die
Schlacht von Mogersdorf/St. Gotthard und der Friede von Eisenburg/Vasvär. Rahmenbedingungen,
Akteure, Auswirkungen und Rezeption eines europäischen Ereigniss-s, Eisenstadt 2016 (= B;rg""-
ländische Forschungen 10S), p. 35-61.
Cf. Peter L. Brncnn - Thomas Lucriraax , The Social Construction of Reality. A Treatise in the
sociologlt of Knouledge, London 1966, especially p. 49-85,quotes on p. 69 and 79 (emphasis in the
original), hold "that social order is a human product. Or, more precisely, an ongoing human produ-
ction.. .Societl is a httman praduct."

As charles Ti1ly, coercion, capital, and European states, gg0-1g92,cambridge, Mass. 1992 (= stu-
dies in Social Discontinuiry), p. 58, held (my emphasis): "Eventually,Europän states converged. on
that form: the national state."-We should question and, if necessaiy, objecl to such overly de-termi-
nistic and self{imiting conceptions;,the state', in particular its early modern varieties, was neither
unitary nor,abstract', but rather composite, direct, and personal.
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the Habsburg monarchy.le This might ei-
ther open a backdoor through which "abso-
lutism'f, qualified or not, is going to re-enter
the debate, as it akeady did in the Czech
case; on the other hand, it might also lead
scholarship to the development of a diffe-
rent and perhaps even more plausible alter-
native in the future, which will, hopefully,
go beyond the traditional court-centric

^nd/ 
ü estates-and-diet-focused, one-point

perspectives that characterise most of these
approaches.20
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Habsburg monarchy's protagonists tried to
cope with war-induced stresses around the
turn ofthe eighteenth century, their actions
started to tear apart the administrative and
social fabric that held society together.2a
Recognition of these consequences suggests
that once one leaves the corridors ofpower,
there are different stories to explore. Stud-
ying the same events and developments
"on the ground" thus allows us to formulate
tentative answers to the pertinent question
"how certain forms of centralized and local
power interact with one another", to which
we now turn.25

War and Consequence in the Habsburg
Monarchy, 1650 to c. 1700
Over the course of theThirryYears'War
(1618-1648), Bohemia changed dras-

STEPHAN SANDER-FAES STEPHAN SANDER-FAES /VEDECKf STUDIE/

which was compiled over the course of
the first half of the eighteenth century, the
number of osedllibore no relation whatso-
ever to agricultural output, demographic
changes, and economic hardship because
ofbad weather conditions, natural disas-
ters such as the Great Frost (1708-09), or
war-induced fi scal pressures.2s

Akin to the ,constitutional' renew-
al, effectuate d in 7627 /28 in the wake
of the Habsburg-Catholic victory at
White Mountain, the ensuing decades
were characterised by change on many
levels:2e during the second half of the
seventeenth century, in particular from

tically. The Estates' revolt, defeated at
White Mountain in 1620, was followed
by large-scale redistributions of properry
and the longer the conflict dragged on, the
higher the damages the country and its
inhabitants had to endure. When the dust
finally settled, the Bohemian Lands had
lost about a third oftheir people and large
areasf especially in the fertile central re-
gions, were most severely affected.26 While
most extraordinary wartime measures were
gradually abrogated over the course ofthe
early 1650s, a return to the status quo ante
appeared all but impossible. Consequently,
crown and estates collaborated closely to
reorganise the kingdom's tax administra-
tion, which after a multi-year effort yield-
ed a new cadastre, the so-called Bern{ru/a,
or Steuerrolle. Promulgated in 1656 and

revised in the late 1670s and early 16g0s,

it contained the numbers osed$,or z{nge-
sessene,per territorial unit; these fictitious
,units of account' were used to determine
the more or less exact tax burden that
fell onto each individual lordship and its
various constituent territorial (sub-) units,
that included, but were not limited to,
other lordships, incorporated ecclesiastical
or secular territories, cities, bailiwicks, vil-
lages, and even individual farms.27 The fic-
titious nature of these ,units of account' is
further underscored by the fact that before
the large-scale rewriting of the cadastre,
the so-called "first Theresian cadastre",

25

26

cf' comparabie arguments !r, " g, L A. A. Tnonapso N, war and Government in Habsburg spain,
1560-1620, London 1976;J. Bnrwax,The Sineus of Pot;er 1989,p.138; I. A. A.THonrsoN,
"Money, Money andYet More Monelt!" Finance, the Fiscal- State and the Military Reoolution. Spain
1500-1650,in: CliffordJ. Rogers (ed.),The Military Revolution Debate. Readings on the Military
Transformation of EarlyModern Europe, Boulder 1995,p.273-298;T1'romasErg;veN,Birth of
Leoiathan. Building States and Regirnes in Medieeal and Earllt Modern Europe,Cambridge 1999
(_= war and statebuilding in Early Modern Europe); DavidE. Karcrx, pititirs and waL European
confictfrom Phili? II to Hitler, cambridge, Mass.2000, p. 742i;YictoriaTix-son Hw, wir and
State Formation in Äncient China and Early Modern Europe, New York 200 5, p. 48-49 .

J. Bnnwrn, Äazisiting 7he Sinetas of Pozrer,p.34.
R.J.W.EvaNs,Zhe Habsburg Monarchy and Bohenia, 1526-1B4B,in: idem (ed.), Austria,
Hungary, and the Habsburgs, p. 75-98, especially p. 85-91, inc1. bibliographicai guidance; on
the Estates'revoltJoachim Baurcrn, 1620 - Schtacht am Wei.flen Berg bii Prag. uisachen, Verlauf
und Folgen des Zusammensto.fles aon ständischer Libertät und monarchischer Autorität,in: Mar-
tin Scheutz - Arno Strohmeyer (edd.), Von Lier nach Brüssel. Schlüsseljahre österreichischer
Geschichte, 7496-1995, Innsbruck 2010 (= vGS studientexte), p . 7g-9z,incl. bibliography; on
the forced Counter-Reformation Harold LouruaN, Converting Bohemia. Force and Persiaiion in
the Catholic Reformation,Cambridge 2009 (= New Studies in European History); the redistributi-
ve consequences are discussed in detail byTomäö KNoz, Pobälohorskö konfskace. Moravsk:l prübäh,
stiedoeoropskä souvislosti, obecnd aspekty, Brno 2006 (= KniZnice Matice Moravskd 19); population
numbers by IGri Rrc:r,rnx, Die böhmischen Länder z.on 1471 bis 1740,in: Karl Bosl (ed.), Die
böhmischen Länder von der Hochblüte der Ständeherrschaft bis zum Erwachen eines modernen
Nationalbewusstseins, Stuttgart 1974 (= Handbuch der Geschichte der böhmischen Länder 2),
p. 97-472, at p. 321.-322.

The standard treatment remainsJosef Pmai., Öeskd katastry, 1654-1789. Se zoltiltnim zietelern
I däjindm hospodtüsk1m a tistaonirn,Prague 7932, p. 4-56, see also p. 57-100 for a synthetic overview
of Bohemian fisca1 history; see also Petr M ate, "Unerträgliche Praegravation". Steuererhebung und
Militärfnanzierung inr Königreich Böhmen oom Drell|igjährigen Krieg bis zum Regierungsantiitt
Maria Theresias, in: Peter Rauscher (ed.), Kriegsführung und Staatsfinanzen. Die Habiburgermo-
narchie und das Heilige Römische Reich vom Dreißigiährigen IGieg bis zum Ende des habsbur-
gischen I(aisertums 1740, Münster 2010 (= Geschichte in der Epoche Karls V. 10), p. 139-185,
especially p. 757-783;Jean B6nnrvcen, Zes Habsbourg et I'argent de la renaissance aux-lttmiäres,P26\s
201'4 (= Collection du Centre Roland Mousnier 64),p.249-302,which is a revised version of his
earlier publication (Finances et absolutisme autrichien dans la seconde moitid du 1T siäcle,Parls J.975)
on which I have relied as welll most recentlyJan LnorÄr, Organizace poddansrtd hontribuce a Öecbdch
a j^ej.{ pßemnosti o 18. a prflni ?olovinä 19. stolet{, Archivni öasopis 67,201.7,p. L77e07; the original
ofthe tax cada5üs is preserved in the Nationai Archives and subject to ongoing, but non-continuo-
us, edition efforts since 1'949; for this essays's purposes, note especially the rwo vols. on the Bechynö
circle(Bechinerl{reis,orBuhlüs$kra)byIvaÖeorovÄ-Magd"ZaHneorqirovÄ (edd.),Kraj
Bechliski,I-II'Pnha201,3 (= Berni rula 4-5); see further the general register, incl. a glossary and
bibliographic guidance, by Väclav Örnvnqf - Jarmila Öe nvrui (edd,), Errot ,uta. Geieruilni rejstiik
lze .'uiem svazküm (aydanym i dosud netldan1m) bernf ruly z roku 1654 doplndnli (tam, kde se nedorhova-
ll o soupis poddanjch zroku 1651, I-II, Prague 2003 (= Berni ru1a, Generälnirejstiik).
J. Prr<eÄ, Öesfrd katastry,p. T0r-1,45;for the (6rst) teresian cadastre, see Aleö cuarure (ed.),
Terezitinsk! katastr iesli,r-rl[,Ptaha 1964-1.970; for further information see Jörg K. Honr,rscH,
Geschichte Böhmens. von der slaflischen Landnahme bis zur Gegen .tart,München 2013 (= Beckt
historische Bibliothek), p. 250-251.; K. Rrcurrn, D ie böhmischen Länder, especially p. 340-347; see
the multi-vol. reconstruction of Bohemian climate history by Rudolf Bräz drl et a1'. (idd..), H;storyt
of Weather and Climate in the Czech Lands/Historie poiasi a podnebi a öeslich zemich,I-Wlt,Züri;h-
Brno 1995-2011- (= Zürcher geographische Schriften), especiallyvol. V.

on the,constitutional' change, the so-called Renewed Land ordinance(s) in Bohemia and
Moravia, see the texts in HermenegiidJrnrörr (ed.), Constitutiones Regni Bohemiae anno 1627 re-
ihrmatae, Praha 1B8B (= Codex juris Bohemici 5,2); on the legal implications see Lutz Re5rzow,
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the 1670s onwards, Bohemian taxes
became increasingly differentiated as
both the monthly military tax, or Con-
tribution, and many other military and
non-military levies were specifically ear-
marked for purposes that ranged from
extraordinary war taxat\on to more reg-
ular sums for the fortifications of Prague
and Eger (Cheb) to the salaries of
officials throughout the country to wed-
ding presents, all payable on specified
dates.30 These characteristics remained
essentially unaltered until the reforms
under Maria Theresa, yet this briefest
of sketches allows us to recognise the
dynamics of the Habsburg monarchy's
fiscal-financiai regime during the period
under consideration here. As time went
on, the emperor engaged in more wars
that, at the same time, became ever more

STEPHAN SANDtrR-FAES

costly, which is mirrored by the appro-
priations of the Bohemian diet that grew
from between 300,000 to 500,000 fl. in
the 1650s to between 1.8m (1697/98) to
2.3 m fr,. (1700), in other words: an in-
crease by a factor offour to six over the
course of a mere half-century, depending
on the available data.31

Däta gleaned from the tax records
of the Eggenberg domains in southern
Bohemia, are equally fragmentary, which
is particularly true for the third quarter
ofthe seventeenth century, but there
are much more reliable records for the
"Great Turkish War" (1,683-L699). As
far as I was abie to reconstruct their tax
history, the main difference between
these periods derives from the somewhat
diverging receipts recorded in Krumau
and what (little) we know for sure about

STEPHAN SANDER-FAES

the overall tax grants by the kingdorns
diet during the third quarter ofthe sev-

enteenth century; from around 1680, the
data suggest a closer correlation between
these two points of reference; Figure 1,

which covers the periods ftom 7657 to
7669 and from L682 to L707, provides
the following details as compiled by
Eggenberg's officials a few years after
these periods: the total sums paid by the
duchy of Krumau, which includes pay-
ments by Eggenberg, his subjects, and
a number of places (the eponymous city'

/VEDECKESTUDIE/

a few market towns, and some bailiwicks
that were themselves proprietors), bro-
ken down into the monthly mTlitary tax,
or Contribution, all other taxes, and the
number of individual tax grants per year.
In addition, I have added the number of
osedly, or Angesessene,which was used by
the Royal Tax Office (königliches Obers-
teuer-Amt, or krriloosklt tilad berniöny) in
Prague and the circle administrators in
Bechin (Bechynö) as well as the aver-
age amount of fl. per osedly andyeagall
based on these data.32

Figure 1: Eggenberg! Tax History, 1657-1669, 1682-1701

x^ Contributionb Terminsteuern" Osedly' a osedl,i/year"

1659 29,837 22,025 7,812 2,5481/z 11y,
1660 34,487 22,470 12,017 2,5761/e 13 1/s

7661 42,041 32,080 2,594 7/a 76
Die Enßtehungs- und Wirkungsgeschichte der Wrnetterten Landesordnungfür das Königreicb Böhmen
von 1627, Frankfurt am Main 1998 (= Rechtshistorische Reihe L72); preparatory work is covered
by Marta I(r,nracovÄ, Verneuerte Landesordnungen in Böhmen und Mähren (1627/1628). Das
prozessuale Voroerfaltren, Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung für Rechtsgeschichte: Germanistische
Abtheilung 1"20,2003,p. 150-179; on these changes see Hans-Wolfgang BrncEnnausEN, Die
"Verneuerte Landesordnung" in Böhtnen 1627. Ein Grunddokument des habsburgischen Absolutismus,
Historische Zeitschrift272,200I,p.327-351; Karel Mari Die Böhmische Konf)derationsakte und
die [/erneuerte Landesordnung. Zutei böhmische Wrfassungsgestaltungen zu Beginn des 17. Jahrhun-
derts,Zeitschrift der Savigny-Stiftung für Rechtsgeschichte, Germanistische Abthei\ungl22,
2005, p.285-300.
On the differentiation in general cf. J. Pr,rcl.rt., Ceslzd katastry/, p. 24-26, more details on p. 57-66,
with wedding presents ("Donativ") on p. 66-69; an example is the wedding present granted by the
diet on the occasion of Leopold I's 6rst marriage to MargaritaTeresa of Spain in1,666, on which
see SOA Tieboi, oddöleni Cesky Krumiov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.62, s.p., Repartitiones 1665,
s.1. fKrumau], s.d. In the following, all redundant information is omitted.

Additional context on the entire monarchy's outlays byThomas WrNKnr"seurR, Ständefreiheit und
Fürstenmacht. Länder und Untertanen des Hauses Habsburg im lzonfessionellen Zeitalter, 1522-1699,
Wien 2003 (= Österreichische Geschichte 8,L-2),vo1.I,p. aa9-529; see also tor;v, Krieg und
Herrsthaftszterdichtung,p.35-61; on Bohemia in much detailJ. Peraä, Öeskd katastrl,p.57-69;very
condensed, but also less clearly represented, P. Maia, "Unerträgliche Praegravation", p. 762-72; see
also J. Bf nrrcn x, Les Habsbourg et I'argent, p. 763-382, especially p. 261,-273. Note that all these
numbers are imprecise, some more than others, but there is no single study that brings together
Bohemias tax historybetween1652 and around 1700.

1668 24,502 20,687 3,815

1662 43,796 37,909 71,987 2,526 1%e l7
1663 44,724 32,442 12,282 2,5481/z 1B

1664 48,991 42,820 6,177 2,5481/z 20
1665 47,070 2r,01.4 26,056 2,595 l/a 18

1666 49,330 28,211 27.t79 2,606 3/e 79

1667 22,959 22,959 2,606 3/e 9

2,6061/+ 9

1669 14,578 14,518 2,595lq 5 1/z

1682 23,475 21,867 1,549 2,630 s/e 930

31

32 Here we note that some of the data was taken from (unfortunately undated) ex-post compilations
dating, perhaps, from between 1,674 and 1684 as weli as 1701 to 1706, respectively,which refer
to sign. I 4L a,fasc.62 and 64, respectively, where I found these documents; I have surveyed all
existing tax records between 1675 and 1710 (sign. I 4L a,fasc.62,63,64,65) and tried, to the best
of my abilities, to cross-check the data in the two ex-post compilations with the assignations and
receipts; the above-mentioned reservations with respect to the data's reiiability apply as well, and it
is further compiicated by trvo large-scale efforts on part of the Schwarzenberg archivists, under-
taken between 1793 and 1803 as weli as after the abolition ofserfdom in 1848, who are responsible
for the existent archival organisation; further information as per S. SaNIlen-FAes, Ilerrschaft tmd
Staatlichkeit,6l-66.
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hand, is different on several accounts: the
archival documentation is much more
reiiable, it is considerably more extensive,
and the "Great Tirrkish War" was also
much ionger, which suggests a more care-
fully calibrated tax regime was necessary.
The result was an increase in fiscal-fi-
nancial cornplexity, that is, Bohemiat tax
appropriations became more numerous,
their individual characteristics grew more
distinctive, and their administrative-pro-
cedural mechanisms increased as well, as
illustrated by Figure 2.33

1683f 25,373 22,937 2.436 2,598 Lshe

t,668 %
10
15

(0 There are two sets of data in 1683 because of the revisions to the tax cadastre, which went into
efect as of 1 October 1683, resulting in a reduction of the number of asedlli, or Angesessene,by

about 40 percent throughout the Eggenberg domains and the corresponding increase in the

avenge annualised tax burden per osed$, ot An&esessene.
1684 22,275 17,585 4,630 r,5931/z 74

1685 24,281 1.6,06t 8,220 r,606 % 15

1686 23,42r 18.585 4,836 7,606 % 14lz
1687 22,635 17,784 4,95r
1688 23,1.55 18,528 I,OZ / !,588 %e 1.4 1/z

7689 22,385 t7,782 4,603 1.,5rr 1/+ 15

1690 17 872 Vs

769L 22,537 18,744 4,387 !,571s/rt
1692 30,988 18,744 t2,244 r,607 7/s T9

1693 30,922 18,060 72,862 1.,607 7/t 20

7694 18,279 24,749 7,575 )7

1695 45,831 18,460 27,371 1,5Btl+ 29

1696 41,576 18,610 22,966 1.,604 7/s 26

t697 44,837 78,904 25,927 \,612 3At 28

1698 37,255 18,818 18,437 r,559 l/e 24

1699 53,202 27,300 25,902 1.,5823/s 34

t700 30,757 25,71.0 5,647 1,6131/z 19

7701 38,153 29.306 8,847 7,607 5/e 24

Sources: 3OA Tteboi, oddölen{ Öesk! Krutnlov, Vü - ig sign. I 4 L a,fasc. 62, 63, and 64, Ooervieut
ofTaxes Paid, 1682-1701, Krumau, s.d.; adaptedfrom S. Szuonn-F,qn& Herrvhaft und Staatlichkeit,

?. 196-197,200, 203, 225-226; all monetary ttalues inf. Note that there are some ga?s in the archiaal

sources, uhich is visible in the absence of any Terminsteuern in the years 1667 and 1669; I haae not

.found sources in Krumaufor the periodfrom 1670 to 1681.

(") Annual totals consisting of monthly military taxes, or Kontribution, and all other tax posi-

tions, or Terminsteuern.
(b) Totals ofthe yearly contributions.
(.) Totals of the ye arly Terminsteuern; note that this is a composite category in which, for ana-

lytical purposes all tax positions other than the contribution were aggegated; note further that

this category consisted ofa wide range, and over time changing number, oftax positions (here

the data suggest more nuanced categorisation than that put forth byJ. Pr,r1'fr., Öeskd katastry,

p.24-6,more derails on p. 57-100; and, writing in Pekai's vein, also from P. Mnfa, "(Jnerträgli'

che Praegraaation",p. 762-164) that I put together to assess the overall proportion betr,veen the

contribution and the Terminsteuern.
(d) Number of osedly, or Angesessene, used by Bohemian and circle officials to allocate the tax

burden; see also (f).
(") Average annual tax burden per osedly, or Angesessene.

Figure 2; Eggenberg's Taxes and the "Great Turkish War", 1682-1701

, 7,553 %.e L41/z As shown in Figure 1, there are

two drastic spikes in tax receipts dur-
ing the second halfofthe seventeenth

cetrt:ury, and both are associated with
wat{^re against the Ottoman empire in
L663 / 1664 and 1'683-L699, respectively.

Here we note that the former conflict, on
the one hand, was both much shorter and
it is less-extensively documented in the
Eggenberg tax records, in turn rendering
any clear-cut assumption, or interPreta-
tion, potentially problematic. The late-sev-
enteenth century conflict, on the other

1"4

l4

Contribution' Terminsteuernb No. ofT" Share ofTd
1682 21,867 7,549 47
1683 2,436 470
L684 4,630 427
1685 16,06r 8,220 834
7686 18,585 4,836 421
1687 17,784 4,851 427
1688 18,528 4,627 420
1689 77,782 4,603 427
1690 17,872 4,558 420
169t 18,144 4,387 419
1692 18,744 \2,244 840
1693 18,060 12,862 842
1694 79,279 24,749 11 57
1695 18,460 27,371 13 60
7696 1 8,610 22,966 15 55
1697 18.904 25,927 15 58

33 For the definition of social complexiry see Joseph A. TaiN:re n, Zhe Collapse of Complex Societies,
Cambridge 2009 (= New Studies inArchaeology),p.22-38.
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ithad "a gooernment ttthich both taxed and
borrowed in orderfund waÜre.as

Yet scholarship so far has almost
exclusively focused on spending, and it did
so from the perspective of the Viennese
court and its emerging central bureaucra-
cy.36 Only recently, as outiined above, did
rnore sustained efforts begin to address

the crucial role ofthe territorial estates

/VEDECKE STUDIE/

with respect to the Austrian monarchy's
fiscal-financial regime. Their continued
existence, current interpretations hold,
was less due to the estates constituting
an obstacle to state-building, but rather
" because they ofered the regime a potiticatly
viable tlay of gowrning as euer-increasing
quantities of noney and other resources had to
be takenfrom local people."37 This period was

The conceptual framework goes back to J. Bnewon, Zhe sinetts of Pouel for subsequent deve-
lopments with respect to Anglo-British scholarship, see the invaluable collection by Christopher
Sronns (ed.), Zhe Fiscal-Military State in Eighteenth-Centuryt Europe. Essajts in Honour of P C. M.
Dickson, Farnham 2009, especially the essays by Christopher Sronxs,Introduction. The Fiscal-Mi-
litary state in the "Long" Eighteenth century,p. T-22,and Hamish M. scorT'rhe Fiscal-Mititaryt
State and International Riaalr1,p.23-53); further see the equally impressive collection by A. Gna-
sarvl - P. Warsn (edd.), The British Fiscal-Mititary States, especially the editors'research overview
(Introduction,p. 1-25), Brewer's comment on his scholarship's impact (ReüsitingThe Sinews of
Power, p. 27-34),and Stephen Conwayt concluding remarks (A,fteruord,p.263-269); on the
Habsburg monarchy start with the annotated overview by P. Maie -T. WrNxrLnaunn, Einleitung,
in:ibidem (edd.),DieHabsburgermonarchiel620-1740,p.7-42;nowseeMichaelHocHeor-rucrn,
Zhe Habsburg Monarchy. From "Military-Fisca/ State" to "Militarization", in: C. Storrs (ed.),The
Fiscal-Military state in F-ighteenth-century Europe, p . 54-94; R. Prrrrn, lrlaa ncing an Empire,
albeit on-the_Habsburgs"'fiscal state"; T. wrN<nr-naue n, Krieg und Herrschaftn'erdichtung; most
recently W. Goosrv, Zhe Sinetss of Habsburg Pou:er, from whence the definition (by HaÄlsh Scott)
was taken from p. 15.

See, e.g., the studies by Adolf Bnr*, Die Finanzen Oesterreiclts irn XIX. Jahrhundert,Prague 7877;
toxw, Die Staatsscbulden und die Ordnung des Staatshaushaltes unter Maria Iheresia, Archiv fiir Ös-
tereichische Geschichte 82,r895,p.1-135; roav,Die Finanzaerualtung oesterreichs, lT4g-1816,
Mitteilungen des Instituts für österreichische Geschichtsforschung 15, I894, p. 237-366; see also
T. WINTTI-eaurR, Neraus rerum austriacarum; the second part relates to Thomas Fcr-lNrn - Hein-
rich I(nnrscHluevn - Friedrich Wer-rsn (edd.),Die österreichische Zentralzterualtung,I-Xvols.
in 3 parts, Vienna7907-I970, a towering achievement ofintergenerational scholarship; on the
Habsburg court now see Jeroen DuiNoav , Vienna and Wrsailles. 7he Courts of Europe's Dynastic
Riaah, 1550-1780, Cambridge 2003 (= New Studies in European History); nrv,The Hobrborg
coyrt in vienna. Kaiserhof or Reichshof ,in: R. Evans - P. wilson (edd.),The Holy Roman E-pire,
p.91,-119.
The state of research is summarised Gerhard Aunrnen - et al. (edd.), Bündnispartner und
Konkurrenten der Landesfürsten? Die 3tände der Habsburgermonarchie,Wten200T (= Veröffent-
lichungen des Instituts für österreichische Geschichtsforschung 49);for updated guidance see
W Goosrv, The sineu.ts of Habsburg Pozoer, p. 7-36, quote on p. r7-1}; on Lower Austria shuichi
Twasaxt, Stände und Staatsbildung in derfrühneuzeit/ithen Haisburgermonarthie in Öslerreirh unter
der Enns, 1683-1748, St. Pölten 2014 (= Studien und Forschungen aus dem Niederösterreichis-
chen Institut für Landeskunde 53); on Moravia Jiii Dawo, Moiaaskd staooostq.)i a zemslzd sndmy
rte druhd poloaind 17. stoleti, Folia historica bohemica 24,2009,p. 717-765; tnrv, staatsilnan-
zen und steuererhebungen in Mähren,in P. Rauscher (ed.), Kriegsführung und Staatsfinanzen,
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1698 1,8,878 78,437 9 .50

-

1699 27,300 25,902 11 49
1700 25 110 647 518
t70t 29.306 8,847 523

Sources: 8OA Tiebofi, oddölen{ Cesli Krumlov, Vü - ig sign. I4L a,fasc. 62, 63, and 64, s.p.,

Otertiew ofTaxes Paid, 1682-1701, Krumau, s.d.; cf S. Sauonn-Fzes, Herrschaft und Staatlichkeit,
p. 203, p. 231-234; a// monetary,ualues inf.

(a) Totals ofthe yearly contributions. 
n

(b) Totals of the yearly Terminsteuent.
(.) No. of Terminsteuern per ye r; note that this must not correspond with the no. of appro-

priations in the resolutions of the Bohemian diet as each individuai Terminsteuer consisted,
in practice, ofthree parts, paid for by (i) the subjects; (ii) the market towns; and (iii) the price;
in the Eggenberg domains, their relation was c.37:3:60.

(d) Share ofthe Terntinsteuern relative to the entire annual tax field.

The eventual outcome ofthese devel-
opments was a marked upsurge in tax
revenues, which was achieved without
any significant structurai changes in the
administrative ways and means these sums
were collected. Over the course of the peri-
od considered here Bohemia! fiscal-finan-
cial regime witnessed two major revisions,
the introduction of the new tax cadastre
in the aftermath of the ThirtyYears'War
as well as the so-called (first) Theresian
cadastre, put together in the first half of
the eighteenth century. On a related level,
we note that the drastic increase in tax
receipts in Bohemia corresponds roughly
with the increase in both (mainly) military
spending of the Habsburg monarchy as

well as the growing numbers of soldiers
serving the emperor.3a fhese developments,

however, were contingent on increasing
collaboration between crown, territorial
estates (Landstände),and, to a much lesser
degree, the church in the aftermath of the
ThirtyYears'War. From the late seven-
teenth century onwards, the interests of
the monarch and the socially privileged
orders of society aligned, albeit selectively,
to a degree unknown in earlier times. The
Habsburgs were able to rapidly ramp up
their spending on the army and warfare in
general thanks to improved control by the
Viennese court and, in working with and
through the territorial estates in their core
lands, the widening of the fiscal-financial
foundations on which the House of Aus-
tria rested. In other words: the Habsburg
monarchy is poised to enter the ranks of
Europet "fiscal-military states", that is,

36

37

3a As compiled byThomas Wrurer-reuEn,.A/en)us rerum austriacarum. Zur Finanzgesthichte der
Habsburgermonarchie um 1700,in: P. Mada -T. Winkelbauer (edd.), Die Habsburgermonarchie
1"620-1740, p. 779-2l5,here p. 182; see also T. WrNru-wuxn, Krieg und Herrschaftsaerdichtung,
p. 38 and p. 41, and the article in general for a restating ofthese trends and developments.
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characterised by the increasingly symbiotic
relationship between the monarch and
some form of representation of the body
politic(s) that constituted the social sorrces
of power.38 This dichotomous approach
is helpful in understanding the shifting
dynamics between crown and estates, but
at the same it raises more questions about
the integrative characteristics and pro-
cedural particularities of hou such states
operated, as pointed out by Steve Hindle
who maintained that "the state is not to be
viewed exclusively as a set of institutions;
rather, it is a network of power relation-
ships which become institutionalized to
a greater or lesser extent over time."3e This
essay, then, is a first attempt to investigate
"how certain forms of centralized and 1o-
cal power interactfed] with one another",
thereby adding a new facet to the study

STEPHAN SANDER-FAE5

of the "complex relations between the
varied bodies that made up the fractured
polity" of the Austrian monarchy around
1700,and it does so seeking answers to
the following questions.ao If tax receipts in
the Habsburgs' nascent fiscal-military state
went up thanks to improved "cooperation"
among the ruling elites and their "consen-
sus" io increase the subjects'tax burden,
one might as well ask hozu this was accom-
plished on the ground? On what kind of
socio-economic and poiitical foundations
did this fiscal-military state rest, and was
this achievement accompanied by compa-
rable improvements in regional and local
tax regimes? Or, more poignantly, was the
nascent fiscal-military state accompanied
by the emergence of a fiscal-military
lordship to deai with the increasing tax
pressures?

STEPHAN SANDER-FAES

Taxing S outhern B ohemians:

lhe EggenbergDomains
oflkumau, 1650-1700

For years after its conclusion at Eisen-

burg (Vasvär), the short war of 1"663/64

rcmaifled on the minds of the princely
adrninistrators, appearing for instance in

^tax ^ssignation 
that hails from well over

a decade later that was issued to finally
pay for 'proaisions datingfrom 1664" to

ih. *n. of more than 1,800 fl., payable to
the"Royal Circle Administration in Bechin

[Bechynö]".a1 The memory of these dire
circumstances, however, was not restricted
to the princely officials working in Kru-
mau Castle; to the contrary it remained
very much on everyone's minds - from the
rolling hills of southern Bohemia to the
imperial court - as a number of documents
from the second half of the 1670s doc-
uments. Take, for instance, the fact that
Eggenberg's chief administrator Aßberg
sent an emissary to traverse the bailiwicks
of Melm (Jelm), Salnau (Zelnava),and
Stein im Böhmerwalde (Polnä na Sumavö),
the demesne farm Weegerhof as well as to
visit the market town of Oberplan (Horni
Pianä) to "stay in theseplaces until all out-

/VEDECKE STUDIE/

standing contrlbü\on payments as olfMay"
and to " earnestly admonish the.folk to pay up" .
The emissary was further instntcted " not
to moaefrom one place to another until the
village judge promises to transmit the rltonqt as

soon as possib/e or srrears to pay the entire surn
coTne next Wednada1 [12 June 1675]."42

Yet, as serious as these moments may
appear, the headmen,judges, and subjects
of these hamlets and villages were small
fry compared to the much bigger prob-
lems Eggenberg and his administrators
had to deal with a few years later in the
context of the revisions of Bohemia's tax
cadastre. When the original Berni rula was
compiled and promulgated in the 1650s,
it re-affirmed Eggenberg's domination
over the city of Krumau as well as fiscal-
ly incorporated the two large Cistercian
abbeys of Goldenkron (Zlatä Korrna)
and Hohenfurth (Vyö5i Brod) into the tax
system of the princely domains. At first
sight, this supports the traditional narrative
of centralisation by means of fiscal inte-
gration, but in both instances, appearances
are deceiving: as regards the former, over
the second halfofthe seventeenth centu-
ry, and due to the rapidly increasing tax

p. 1,87-270; on Bohemia Petr Main, Wer u.saren die Landstände? Betrachtungen zu den böhmischen
und österreichischen "Kern/ändern" der Habsburgerntonarchie irzr 17. undfrühen 18. Jahrhundert,in:
G. Ammerer - et al. (edd.), Bündnispartner und Konkurrenten, p. 68-89; ronv, Patres Patriae or
Proditores Patriae? Legitimizing and De-Legitimizing the Authority of Proointial Estates in Se'uen-
teentb-Century Bohemia,in: Baläzs Tiencs6nyi (ed.), Whose Love of Which Countryl Compo-
site States, National Histories and Patriotic Discourses in Early Modern East Central Europe,
Leiden 2010, p . 405-442 (= Studies in the History of Political Thought 3); toew, Bohemia, Silesia
and the Empire. Negotiating Prinrcly Dignity on the Eastern Peripherlt in: R. Evans - P. Wilson
(edd.),The Holy Roman Empire, p. 167-183.

38 W. Goosov, 'Ihe Sineus of Habsburg Potter,p. 13-14, points implicitly to the Netherlands and
explicitly to the British case; the ,symbiosis argumenC can also be found in scholarship on early mo-
dern England, on which see Michael Bneonrcr, Zhe early modern English State and the Question of
Diferentiation,from 1550 to 17)2,Compantive Studies in Society and History 38, 1996,p.92-1,1,7;
for more on England, see the overview by Steve HrNor.n - Alexandra SnBpeno -John Werrnn,
The Making and Remaking of Earl1t Modern English Social History, in: idem (edd.), Remaking English
Society. Social Relations and Social Change in early modern England, Woodbridge 2013 (= St.rdies
in Early Modern Cultural, Political and Social History 1,4),p.7-40; the final part of the sentence
refers also to Michael MexN, The Sources of Social Power. A History of Pouerfron the Beginning to
A.D. 1760,NewYork20L2,especial1y 450-499, echoing, in away,P. Brncpn -T. Lvcxlrl^v,The
Social Construction ofReality; see also note 22.

3e S. Hruorn, 'Ihe State and Social Change,p. 19.
a0 

J. Bnawnn, Revisiting'Ihe Sinezrs of Pouer,p.34.

at SOA Tieboi, oddöleni Ceslry Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4 L a, fasc. 62, s.p., Assignation, IGumau, 16
February 7675.4he source is potentially misleading as the circle administrations were neither state
institutions - as in that they were controlled by the crown - nor actually to be found in Bechin, but
in the manors ofthe regional governors; there were two regional governors (one lord and one kni-
ght) elected by the diet, and their own officials carried out the administrative tasks of the circle. Not
before 1751 did the circle administrations become state institutions; cf. Bohusiav Rtncan, Kreisaer-
fassung in Böhmen, in: Ernst Mischler -Josef Ulbrich (edd.), Österreichisches Staatswörterbuch.
Handbuch des gesamten österreichischen öffentlichen Rechtes, III (K-Q), Wien 7907,p.250-27L,
here p.259-60.

a2 Qrotes respectively from SOA Tieboi, oddöleni Öesky IGumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a., fasc. 62,
s.p., Execution concerning the bailiwick fGericht] Salnau, IGumau,31 May 1675; s.p., Execution
concerning the Weegerhof the market town of Oberplan as well as the bailiwicks Me1m, Salnau,
and Stein, IGumau, 1,0 June 7675 (emphases in the original).
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burden, the ciry's arrears soon outgrew the
magistrate's capabilities to pay taxes and
service its debts.This led Eggenberg to
ask the RoyalTax Office to keep the ciry's
debts exempt from his other possessions to
avoid being held personally liable. In several
documents going back and forth between
the prince, his administrators in Ktumau,
and his solicitor in Prague, this issue was
discussed repeatedly during the last quarter
ofthe seventeenth and early eighteenth
century, eventually resulting in considerably
increased paperwork, which is also indic-
ative of the complications of any clear-cut
assumption of administrative streamlining
via fiscal integration. In autumn 1701, the
cityt debts for which Eggenberg could
be heid liable exceeded 78,000 fl., most of
which originated from the preceding five
years only.a3 - To put this number into
perspective: average annual tax returns from
the duchy of Krumau between 1.682 and
1701 amounted to about 31,400 fl. (medi-
an: r.28,000 fl.), or between thirty-six and
forty percent ofthe outstanding debts.a

Eggenberg's chief administrator, Johann
Prix, in a letter, suggested that his lord
should cover these debts at least partial-
ly,"othentise it stands t0 reason that the
clergy [the adnrinistrators of Goldenkron
and Hohenfurthl may bringforth charges of

STEPHAN SANDER_FAES STEPHAN SANDER-FAtrS /VEDECI(ESTUDIE/

August 1681, the abbey of Hohenfurth,
despite having paid more than it should
have, was violating Eggenbergt princely
prerogatives.as That this incident became
an issue in Krumau and Prague, however,
was due to a procedural technicality: in
response, Hohenfurtht abbot, Johann
Claveo, pointed to the relevant sections of
the resolution of the Bohemian diet stat-
ing that he had paid more in taxes than
he should have. Addressed to the emperor,
all of his imperial and royal councillors,
the Statthalterei, and all other responsible
instances and individuals, Claveo first
acknowledged that the taxes levied on the
abbey were within the range set out by the
diet resoiution, which held that Ho-
henfurth's annual beverage taxes should
fall between 475 and 450 fl.,but taking
offence at being taxed at the top rate, then
continued as follows: "If your excellencies
wou/d come to tbe conc/usion that this consti-
tutes al|scal zlrong, and that therein I utas
taxed at too high a rate of 30f. or more, then
I uould humbly as/< you Excellencies and
Lordsltips to indulge me and my clngrega-
tion. . . to duly remedy the aboae-mentioned
error, and treat me beftting lryt lun rank as
envisaged in the resolutions of the Bohemian
Diet."ae

disorderly conduct by our tax ofice...tuhich
rnay arzuse suspicions at court and by other
in ter e s te d p arties." as Whlle Eggenberg
heeded the advice, this did not make the
problem go away, as much as he might
have wished so. Less than three years
later, in summer of 1704, and due to the
continuous fiscal pressures of the War of
the Spanish Succession (77 0t-17 14), the
city of Krumau was insolvent. The debt
had piled up due "to many outstanding
contributions, extraordinary [taxed, and
other positions levied by the diet in recent
years" and the resulting "wide-spread, coun-
try-wide poverty",in combination with the
continued exigencies of war, had rendered
the city's position untenable. Yet, even if
Eggenberg assumed some of the city's
liabilities, the facts remained crystal-clear:
"Asfar as r.De are concerned, it is the city of
Krumau alone that is indebted and unable to
pay its share [of the taxes demanded of it].'
In closing his ietter, the duchy's new chief
administrator, Sebastian von Liebenhaus,
asked the Royal Tax Office to acknow-
ledge, again in writing, both the lord's
authority over the ciry as well as Eggen-
berg's limited liability in this instance.a6
Eventually, this particular situation - the
insolvency - came to the fore anew in the
context of a large loan the diet borrowed

from agroup ofJewish creditors from
Frankfort am Main and Würzburg in
IT06/7707,which caused the cify of Kru-
6au comparable problems of solvency and
was finally resolved in 1,709 by amending
the wording used in the Royai Tax Officet
receipts, which thenceforth were produced
"uith the clause Salvo Iure incorporationis,
that is, [the city isfscallyJ separatedfrorn

[Eggenb ergi] do /nains." 47

Whereas the city of Krumau tried to
get Eggenberg to cover atleast a part
of its atrears, the two above-mentioned
ecclesiastical institutions, the Cistercian
abbeys of Goldenkron and Hohenfurth,
sought to undo their fiscal integration
during the same time period. It all started
in late December 1680 when Matteo
Mattei, the collector of southern Bo-
hemia's royal beverage tax, in a receipt,
confirmed that the three breweries that
existed within the dominions of the abbot
of Hohenfurth - one near the abbey and
the other two in Komarschitz (Komaiice)
and Habern (Habii) - had not paid their
beverage taxes via the ducal tax office in
lkumau Castle, but instead transmitted
the money directly to the responsibie
authority in Prague. Over the past three
years, from 1 September 1677 to 3t

a3 The total debt from the period November 1696 to October 1700 amounted to 78.1.24 fl..34 kr. 5 1/4

d.; SOAT}eboö, oddöleÄi Öeslcy Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a, fasc. 64, s.p., Debt Specification,
IGumau, 2 November 1701.

aa S. SeNorn-Fens, Herrschaft und Staatlichkeit, p. 165-238, especially trig. 3.1 on p. 203.
as SOA Tieboü, oddöleni Öesky Krumlov, Vri - ög, sign. I 4 L a, fasc. 64, s.p.,Johann Prix to Eggen-

berg, Krumau,30 November 1701.
a6 SOA Tieboö, oddö1eni Öesky lftumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4 L c, fasc. 64, s.p., Sebastian von Lieben-

haus to the RoyalTax Office, Krumau,T4Jüy 1704.

a7 The entire story of this loan arrangement is reconstructed by Stephan Saxoan-Fers, Staats-Desinte-
gration in Praxis' Krieg, Kredit und Steuern in Böhmen unterlosepi 1., Öesky iasopis historickji I1,7,20L9(forthcoming).

a8 The annual taxes amo'n ted to 450 fl., 415 fl., and 421 fl., respectively, for each of these beverage tax
yjars commencing on 1 September and ending on 31 August respectively; SOA Tieboi, oddöieni
9..:9 f.y-bt Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.62]s.p., Beverige Tax'Receipi, IG rmat,26December
1680; additional background on Hohenfurtht breweries in-Dominik Iärr.,or, Geschichte tles Zister-
zienserstftes Hohenfurt [sic] in Böhrnen,Hohenfurth 1.930, p. 7g-29.

ae claveo's supplication most likely went directly to prague as well; a copy is found among those
documents the Statthalterei sent back to Krumau, wh"ich explains th. rtigttt dating disc"repancies;
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In doing so Claveo implicitly related
his suppJication to the diet resolution of
1.663 / 64, which instituted the beverage
tax in Bohemia after repeated requests by
the Hofkammer. Appropriated for three
years at first, this fiscal position eventually
became a quasi-permanent, but fluctuat-
ing, part of the kingdom's tax system in
the following decades while remaining,
theoretically speaking, subject to consecu-
tive renewal by the diet.so And herein lies
the crucial detail: because of its imperma-
nent character, the original diet resolution
contained a clause that set a certain range
of taxation, which was carried over into the
subsequently renewed resolutions. It was
based on an imperial declaration that al-
lowed"those members of the diet who so desire
it...to be taxed at the minimal ratd', as the
most recent resolution, adopted \n 1"678,

held.sl It is in this seemingly innocuous
detail that we are able to identif,' the root
cause ofthe veritable avalanche ofcorre-
spondence that engulfed Krumau, Hohen-
furth, Goldenkon, Prague, and Vienna.

STEPHAN SANDER_

Despite outward appearances, Claveo
managed to kill two birds with one stone:
on the one hand, the diet resolution ex-
plicitly mentioned that there was a certail
amount of leeway with respect to lower
beverage tax rates. Yet in his implicit re-
ferral to the rest of the diet resolution - in
particular to the proviso "those members of
the äiet taho so desire i/' - abbot Claveo also
laid-claim to sovereign standing as a full
member of the kingdomt diet. Upon close
inspection, and once additional documents
pertaining to the then-ongoing revisions
of the tax cadastre are considered, Claveo's
intentions are revealed: both abbeys were
sending their taxes directly to Prague
because the provosts sought to take ad-
vantage ofthese revisions. In other words:
they aspired to the full separation from
the Eggenberg dominions - and this was
perfectly clear to both the Prague-based
Statthalterei as well as to the duke of
Krumau.52 While the former, only five (l)
days later, responded to Claveot supplica-
tion stating: "that this piece of information,

STEPHAN SANDER-FAES

inclutling the correction and the formzl
defuils therein contained, has to be dealt

uith in the name of his grace (uzder -h6e
lntmediate?ower the su??Iican/ belongs), and

|as thus been forttarded to his princely grare

of Eggenberg'"s3' Conr.q,t"ntly, the Statthalterei then

decreed that"everything should remain as

,er ancien/ tradi/ion [altes HerkomrnenJ'and
'inform"d Eggenberg that"should he elecl to

rernind [us] of anythind',he would be very
welcome "to inform the Royal Statthalterei

before too long."T.his decision was accom-

päniedby copies of the documents Claveo

irad sent to Prague to support his case.sa

When he learned of the abbot's activi-
ties in late January 1'687, Eggenberg and
his administrators recognised this entire
sordid affair for what it apparently was:

a carefully ananged,but not too-subtly
executed, challenge to princely authori-
ty by means of administrative practices.
Therefore, the prince immediately - on the
very same day he received the correspond-
ence - wrote a long letter to the Statthal-
terei. Picking up on their iattert invitation

/VEDECKESTUDIE/

to comment on these matters, Eggenberg
responded in no uncertain terms: "Firm-
$ rooted in well-established tnformatton,
I herewith, and out of necessity haae to,
remind you that the ambition on part of the
abbot and conoent of Goldenlzron stands
in contradiction to both ancient tradition
faltes herkommen] as ttell as the imperial
and royal resolution dated 20 February in
the year 1 643 . . . decreeing that both abbeys

Goldenkron and Hohenfurth are not allotued
to handle theirfscal matters separatelyfrom
the lordship oif Krumau."ss

This decision was further cemented
into place during the general visitation
(1653) when the abbey of Goldenkron
had tried to be registered separately from
Eggenberg's possession; this, in turn,
as the prince recounted, had caused "a
lot of confusion" during the compilation
of the tax cadastre t\,vo years later, but
it was hardly a singular event.s6 Due to
these long-standing ambitions by both
abbeys, Eggenberg (and his administra-
tors) understood the seemingly innocuous
language used by Claveo only too weli,

SOA Tieboä, oddöleni Ceslcy Krumlov, Vfi - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.62, s.p., Supplication byJohann
Claveo, Hohenfurth,3l January 1681 (emphases in the original); Claveo pointed to the pertinent
clauses that renewed the beverage tax in 1,678 "in accordance with the uveats lClausul, or Clausulen)
and provisos lReservatüzts,or Reservaten] contained in all prior diet resolutions lpertaining to this
matter]"; cf. the Resolution ofthe Bohemian Diet,7677-767 8, printed in Prague, 16 June 1678, fol.
xiii (emphases in the original); note that the squared parentheses reproduce the original wording in
the Czech and German editions.

s0 Beverage taxes rose from c. 150,000 fl. (1657) to 380,000 fl. (1664), declined somewhat to less than
300,000 fl. (1700), before rising considerably during the following decades climbing from 500,000
fl. (1707) to 636,000 fl. (1724) and eventuaily reaching 700,000 ß.. (1.739);1. Px.xert., Öeskä lzatastry,
p. 81.-83, data on p. 82.

51 Resolution of the BohemianDiet,1.677-1.678, printed in Prague, 16 June 1678, fol. xiii.
52 Claveo set out to do so in (probably) 1679,as a copy ofhis legal arguments, transmitted to the

Royal Tax Office (which was not responsible for the beverage tax) attests; see SOA Tieboi, od-
döleni Cesky Krumiov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.62, s.p., Memorandum by the Royal Tax Office
concerning the status of Hohenfurth abbey, Prague, 20 J:lne 1679; fulfilment of this aspiration

eluded the abbots of Hohenfurth untii 1"822; cf. D. IfurNor, Geschichte des Zisterzienserstiiftes,
p. 11,2-113.

53 SOAfieboö,oddöleniÖeskyKrumlov,Vü-ög,sign. I4L a,fasc.62,s.p.,Responsebythe
Statthalterei, Prague,31 December 1681 (emphases, incl. the doubie emphasis, in the original).

5a SOA TYebofi, oddöieni Öesky Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.62, s.p., The Statthalterei to
Eggenberg, Prague, 31. January 1681.

s5 SOA fleboi, oddöleni Öesky lGumlov, Vu - ög, sign. I 4 L a, fasc. 62, s.p., Eggenberg to the
Statthalterei, IGumau,3l January 1681 (emphases in the original).

s6 Eggenberg provides more insights in his letter: from the mid-1650s, when the abbot of Golden-
kron acted as his legal guardian (Eggenberg was born in 7647) until 1666, all the abbey's official
dealings "n:ith respect to the Contributions and all other related grieqtanrcs" were frled"under the title of
the lordship of IGumau"; after 6re struck the convent's possessions tn 1,666, however, the abbot of
Goldenkron had petitioned the RoyalTax Office"se?arately and deceitfully"; rnrreu (emphases in
the original).
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reiterating that"the abbots of Goldenkron
and Hohenfurth are not immediate prelates
in tlte sessions ofthe diet" and "that nothing
of this kind shall be permitted in theifitture."sT

Within a few days, Eggenberg's Prague-
based solicitor, Dr. Nicolai, noted that
Goldenkon was found to have been in-
corporated into the Eggenberg possessions
only in 1655, which gave some credence to
the abbey's claims. At the same time, how-
ever, he reassured Eggenberg, reporting that
the Statthalterei had re-affirmed its previ-
ous decision that" there will ne no alteration
infroduced, eoerything shall remain as per
ancient tradition [altes Herkommen], and that
there ttill be no ffurtherl discussion."Yet de-
spite knowledge of this ruling, the abbot of
Hohenfurth had petitioned the Tax Office
in Prague direcdy to have his beverage tax
reduced, again bypassing the proper chan-
nels.Whiie the former was a legitimate
complaint, the procedure itselfwas not; in
Nicolai's words: " both convents are under
the irnmediate domination of your princely
grace, and because of this both are deemed to be

unable to act in a so'uereign manner [salbige
Zü kainem Standmr$igen actu ZueZülafen
seijenl ."ss Both the chain of events and the
abbots'activities are important, as Eggen-
berg's response a few days later reveals.
Nicolai was instructed to affirm that in
trying to pay their taxes improperly - and

STEPHAN SANDER-

to do so "in a seretive manner fheimblicher
waiß]" - failure rested with the Statthaltersi
and the RoyalTax Ofice. In effect pointing
fingers because the offcials there should i
have known better, Nicolai was to implore 

i
the'lRqtalThx Of;ce to act according[t and
issue an aP?rzPriate re?rimand" addressed to I

the abbot of Goldenkon, "zuhich al lhe sanls',
time'should also be sent to the abbot of Hohen- 

"furth as he, too, intended to aiolate the rules
concerning payment of the beaerage tax."se

A few weeks later, the Statthalterei
informed the emissaries of the abbot of
Hohenfurth in person about its decision,
yet, as Peter Prtz, captain of Krumau
Castle, and Eggenberg's tax official
Johann Prix reported about a year \^ter,
the convent's insubordinate behaviour
had not ceased. Despite the transmission
of "written iryform a ti o n", Eggenberg's
irritated administrators wrote, "the abbey
is not ashamed of making unsubstantiated
claims, including defamatory statements,
addressed to superior instances, whose [the
unsubstantiated c/aimsl merits, when dis-
cussed on an earlier occasion [Conferentz],
had beenfound vsanting in every single
instance".'Ihe letter was accompanied by
more documents to reinforce Eggen-
bergt position, which explicitly stated
that "neither abbot nor convent...sffired
any dfficulties, ?ressure, and oppression, as

STEPHAN SANDER-FAtrS

rhey call it, that could be substantia/ed".To
-ü1s 

cofirary,if "anyone had been insulted',

it was the prince of Eggenberg, "though

these [insults] are hardly signifcant at al/'.60

pttz' and Prix'report to the Bechin circle

oficials was accompanied by a number

ofdocuments that sought to both prove

fi,ggenberg's point as well as to the crush-

ing debt th^t"in these hard limas" exces-

sively burden ed" the poor subjecti' who
were in dire need of suPPort'61

By this time, however, the general situa-

tion had changed dramatically. In spring
and summer 1683 the Ottoman host
advanced seemingly irresistible towards

the emperort city of residence, Vienna,
which prompted Leopold I to flee the
soon-to-be besieged city.62 At the same

time, it appears that the abbots'activities
had formed a precedent of sorts: first, in
March 1683, trggenberg ordered Ladislas
lirinner, inspector of economic affairs and
ducal councillor, to enquire whether or not

z vtoBcxE, sruDIE /

the contributions of the city of l{uumau
"zuere paid apart and separatelyfrom the
Iordship to the Royal Tax Of,ce."63 This
letter underscores that the activities by
the two abbots discussed above were both
about minutiae of paying taxes as well as

related to their status within the Bohemi-
an body politic and the fiscal integrity of
the Eggenberg domains. As the Ottomans
advanced closer to Vienna, this interrela-
tionship becomes even more apparent, as

a second letter from Eggenberg indicates:
to counter the threat, extraordinarywealth
taxes were levied on Bohemia.Technical-
ly, these "Turkish and zuealth taxes" were
ordered by Leopold I in Laxenburg Castle
on 3 May 1683, and subsequently im-
posed by the Statthalterei, bypassing the
diett rights to appropriate taxes. Yet the
abbots of Hohenfurth and Goldenkon,
"citing ancient tradition [altes herkommen],
refused to contribute [their share] to the
lordship, and referred to their [rank as] royal

s7 rBroEM (emphasis in the original); Eggenberg and his administrators listed a total of nine items,
all ofwhich were supported by the respective documentationl the correspondence itselfwas copied
at least five times and it is reproduced in detail in S. Sarqorn-Faas,Herrschaft und Staatlirhkeit,
p.331,-332.

ss SOA T?eboö, oddöleni Öesky Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4 L a, fasc. 62, s.p., Dr. Nicolai to Eggen-
berg, Prague,5 February 1681.

se SOA fleboä, oddöleni Öes\y Krumlov, Vti - ög, sign. | 4L a,fasc.62, s.p., Eggenberg to Dr. Nico-
Iai,L\nz,13 February 1681 (emphases in the original).
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60 This paternaiistic magnanimiry though,was very much calculated, as the letter follows-up on this
statement with the request not to punish the lordship - and its subjects - by ordering troops to
march through the Eggenberg possessions and/or quartering troops there; SOATieboi, oddölenf
Öesky Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.62,s.p.,Peter Putz andJohann Prix to the Bechin Circle
Officials, Krumau, 17 March 1682 (emphases in the original);

6t PlrtzandPrixagainmentionthat"onlyyesterdaylT6March1682] theysuorelassenta) thatfrom
time immemorial, and all the time, the contributions from this fHohenfurth] and Goldenkron
abbeys were paid to IGumau Castle"; IrIonu (emphasis in the original); for the documentation see

SOATieboi, oddöleni Cesky Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.62, s.p., Hohenfurth's Debts,
IGumau, 16 March 1682; rnroeiu, s.p., Further Particulars on Hohenfurtht Debts, IGumau, 15 Ja-
nttary 1677; extensive transiiterations of the original sources available in S. SeNoEn-Fer.s, Herrschaft
und S taa tlic h kei t, p. 334-335.

62 See Martin ScHeurz, 1683 - Zlteite Türkenbelagerung trliens. Internationale Konfiftte, beginnende
Zentra/isierung der zusaTnmengesetzten Habsburgermonarthie und Konfessiona/isierung,in idem -
A. Strohmeyer (edd.), Schlüsseljahre österreichischer Geschichte, p. 71,1-134, incl. bibliography.

63 SOA Tieboö, oddöleni Öesky Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.62, s.p., Eggenberg to Ladislas
Krinner, Krumau, 18 March 1683 (emphasis in the original); on Krinner see S. Sanonn-Fars,
Herruhaft und Staatlichkeit, p. 507.
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lords [kön iglic h e h err e n]." Thus, forcing
Eggenberg's hand, the duke of Krumau
declared that"in this extraordinary case,
and irrespective of the aboae-mentioned
prelates mentioning [their zorong] rank",he
was putting monarch and Christendom
first. In closing, Eggenberg asked"His
imperial and royal majesty, in good measure
and once the d\ffi.culties uith the clergy have
been put aside, not to refrainfrorn refecting
[on this]."64

This declaration was accompanied by
a letter written by two of Eggenbergt
officials that reveal not only the prevailing
mood in and around Krumau Castle, but
it also demonstrates the impossibilities
that were asked of both administrators
and the tax-paying subjects. In an order
datedT May 1683,Bechin circle officials
demanded that the extraordinary taxes
for both April and Mry - an anticipation
that totalled 3,304 fl. - must be con-
signed within ten days, yetJohann Prix
and Lorentz Torkowitzer pointed to the
"impossibility, [and] that thh fresulted] in
as/zing tzuice as much, but at once,fron't the
already hard-press ed con tributors," which
is why they asked for an extension of the
deadline.6s Only two days later, circle
officials responded that there would not be
any grace period due to"the highest possible
threat. . . [and] thus the entire surn for April
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ancient traditions and traditional social
and legal circumstances. To the contrary,
they were ty pically improvised, resulte j
in considerable additional paperwork, and
increased the administrative burden at
a time when the exigencies of war were
certainly calling for more streamlining.
Sure, there were improvements ,,arourid

1700 and in the first decade ofthe eigh_
teenth century", as Thomas Winkelba-uer
recently wrote, listing a number of issues
such as the establishment of the Vienna
City Bank, decreased interest rates, and
"a few other modernisations with regard
to Austrian state finances, without which
it most likely might have been impossible
to achieve at least some of the war aims
of the War of the Spanish Succession".
All told,Winkelbauer holds the reign of
Joseph I (r.1705-1711) as 'ho 1.s, sig-
nificant than...the better-known reforms
after 

-I749",calling them "a modernising
Teap fModernisierungsschub]".6e yet it is in
statements such as these that we are able

and May is due on the 2Uh of this month
[MayJ',which in effect meant that the
Eggenberg administrators were given only
an additional three more days to "consign
the money.. failure to cornply, and of this you
may rest assured, will result in military con-
fiscations without either delay or restraint."66

These instances suggest rwo intimate-
ly ihtertwined, but also contradictory,
developments: on the one hand, war-in-
duced pressures reduced the latitude
enjoyed by regional and local officials as
strategic considerations increasingly over-
rode non-essential issues and established
practices. Those matters that pertained to
the continued conduct of war - " monell
is the sineras of wa/',with Cicero - were
increasingly prioritised while all other
matters, including ancient rights and con-
cerns for the subjects'well-being, receded.
While it certainly was among the lords'
priorities to protect his or her subjects
from foreign invasion, yet we must not un-
derestimate the pressures of such rapidly
and immediately increasing fiscal pres-
sures. In practical terms, both the "Great
Tirrkish War" (1.683-7699) and the War
of the Spanish Succession (I701.-171.4)
led to a drastic increase in both taxation
and spending, which in and of itseif can be
considered a noticeable achievement of the
Habsburg monarchy. Yet, at the same time,

a1 in-depth look at hout exactly this was
accornplished in the Habsburg monarchyt
richest "metropolitan province", provides
a complimentary account to the stand-
ard,Vienna- centric, histories of Aus tria's
LI/ars of Emergence, on the other hand.67 In
addition, these episodes also serve as a re-
rninder that this power-political change
rested to alarge degree on the backs ofthe
hard-pressed and over-taxed subjects. Ac-
ftnowledgement thereof and reconstruc-
tion of the minutiae how this was done,
goes beyond the majority of studies that
focus, rather uni-dimensionally so, on the
monarchs and the estates; while the ruling
elites, in close collaboration with each
other, were firmly in the driver's seat, the
cariage was pushed and pulled forward
by those without 

^ny 
say in the direction

taken.68
The dispute between the two abbeys

and the duke ofEggenberg, then, is best
understood as a conflict whose charac-
teristics suggest no obvious break with

6a SOATieboi,oddöleniÖeskyKrumlov,Vri-ög,sign. I4L a,fasc.62,s.p.,DeclarationbyEggen-
berg, Vienna, 15 May 1683 (emphases in the original).

65 SOA T?eboä, oddöle ni Öesky Krumlov, Vti - ig, sign. I 4 L a, fasc. 62, s.p.,Iohann Prix and Lorentz
Torkowitzer toJohann Koniaß, Krumau, 15 May 1683 (emphasis in the original).

66 SOATieboÄ, oddöleni Öesky lGumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.62,s.p.,Johann Koniaß toJo-
hann Prix and Lorentz Torkowitzer, Neuhaus (Jindfichtv Hradec), 17 May 1,683 (emphases in the
original).

.-
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6? cf H' Bowr:N, Erites, Enterprise, antr the Making, p. 154-L55; A. MacIG*or, subsidy state or
lrlttlack Proaince?,p. 1Br; see also note 10; adäriional backiround byT w*;."" eunn, stän_defreiheit und Fürstenmacht,vor.r,p. 449-529,especialryp. +t?z-szl;rLu*,w)loo, rerrm austria_carum,793-272; toF't, Krieg und Herrschaftsveriichtung,p. 47-50; ther.f.r.,r.. above derives fromM. HocHror-rrv cxn, Au trii\ Wars of Emirgence.

68 Most accounts of state formation do (sort of) acknowledge this, but the perspective remains firmlyfocus'd on ,the state', which is usually treated as an abstract, almost rei6ä u-o, u.r,o itsell which inand of itself is also highly questionable assumption; see, e.g., C harlesTntv, Reflettions on the History ofEuropean statrMaking,in:idem (ed.),The Formation of t"he National s"r! i,iw.r"." Europe, prin-
ceton, NJ. 1975 (studiesin Political Development g), p. 3-g3, especially 4g-50; peter B. EvaNs _ Di-etrich RusscHBurvnn --Theda s<ocpo-r. @äd,.), rangrng the stu;e Bac/?' In, cambridge-London 19g5;Martin veN CnEvrr-o, Ihe Rise and Duline of the Snä,iambridge tOOO,pl.ll[45.51 more awarenessof the composite, direct, and personal nature of ,the state' can beäund in'the essays in worfgangRerNneno (ed.), pouer Elitei and state Buirding,oxrord 1996 (= Th.ö;i;i;r;;'h. Modern State inEurope); and roeu, Geschichte der staatsgeutalt,'p.305-429;r.. ur.o ,rot.. f 5 ,2i,and38.6t 
lromas WrNxenauEn, Die Habsburgermonarcbie aom Tod Maximilians I. bis zunt Aussterben derHabsburger in männlicher Linie, 151g-1740,in: idem (ed.), Geschichte österreichs, Stuttgart 2015,p. 1.59-289,quotes on p. 1,96-1,97.
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to observe the analytical and interpretative
limitations of a one-point perspective,
in particular as the initiatives undertak-
en by bothJoseph I and his successor,
Charles VI (1.777-1740),"appear to have
had little tangible effect, and grave budget-
ary weaknesses remained". Neither did the
Habsburg emperors resort to cameralist
ideas nor to more entrepreneurial-mind-
ed proponents of reform, to say nothing
"of institutional reform in Bohemia", as

RJ.W. Evans emphasises.To
Seen in this light, developments in

Bohemia around 1700 can hardly be
associated with the former interpretation.
This latter view is also supported by the
eventual resolution of the conflict between
Eggenberg and his tvrro ecclesiastical
adversaries. In the immediate aftermath
ofthe discussions above, these conflicts at
first recede in prominence, most likely due

STEPHAN SANDER-

to the exigencies of the "Great Turhsh
War", the increasing fiscal demands asso-
ciated with it, and the procedures of the
then-contemporaneous revisions of the
cadastre around 1,580.71 Promulgated and
introäuced in 1683, the fiscal incorpora-
tion ofboth abbeys into the Eggenberg

ministrative guidelines about the imple-
mentation of the revised cadastre.T2 Yet,
and despite previous efforts having come
to naught however argued for, the abbots
of both Hohenfurth and Goldenkron
continued to seek their convents'excorpo-
ration. Appealing to Bohemia's Supreme
Chancellor Franz Ulrich Kinsky in 1687,
they even produced new evidence gleaned
from the archives of the lords of RoZm-
berk in Wittingau, the previous owners
of the duchy of Krumau.73 The abbot of

R. EveNs, Zhe Habsburgs and Central Europe, p. 13; support for this contrarian view can be found
in, e.g., Charles W.Ingrao,In Quest and Crisis. EmperorJoseph I and the Habsburg Monarchl,West
Lafayette, Ind. 7979, p. 215-226; R. EveNs, The Making of the Habsburg monarchl, p. 155-308; in
addiiion, research on the French efforts at the same time yields a comparable view, in fact, as histo-
rians are actually using titerall1t identical metaphors for both the French and Austrian monarchies:
both are said to resemble the "great image" of Nebuchadnezzar's dream, but, as Guy Rowlands with
respect to the former and Michael Hochedlinger as regards the latter maintain, these giants rested
"on feet of clay"; quotes from Daniel 2:31-33 (KJV); Guy RowleNos, 7he Financial Decline of

Great PolDer. War Inif;uence, Monelt Xil/i ,[üance, Oxford 20t2, p. 6; M.and 1n Louis 3

GER, Austria\ Wars of Emergence 7
a

G
p.

RowrnNos, 'Ihe Dynastic
France, 1720- London745, 996, p. 2s), as well as Michael

State, P.
1 Hochedlinger

the original).
(u. before, p.

the term trompe-lbei/' to emphasise point (emphases 1nthis
71 

J. Porai., Ceskä katastnt, p. 4-56, on the changes see p. 24-38, on the modified cadastre p. 38-56,
p. 101-56; see also P. Maia, "unerträgliche Praegraoation",p. I62-I72,on the revisions p. 167-162'

72 Resolution of the Bohemian Diet, 1682, printed in Prague, 13 January 1683, fol. r<ix-roo<iii (Ger-
man ed.), fol. niii->o.vi (Czech ed.); SOA Tieboö, oddöleni Cesky Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4 L a,
fasc.62, s.p., Guidelines with Respect to the New Contribution, Krumau, 17 September 1683.

73 These documents include a repartition dating from 1549, which was given in evidence to prove that
both abbeys were of equal rank to the lordships of Krumau and Wittingau; SOA Tieboö, oddö-
leni Öeskf Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I4L a,fasc.63, s.p., Repartition, Hohenfurth,24 ApnI7547,
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Hohenfurth renewed his case based on

^receipt 
from 1600, which itself rested

on a privilege from three years earlier,

and asked "for the [fsca/] sepanton of the

cynaenlfrorn the lordship oif Krumau."Ta

Nter careful and extended deliberations
within the emperor's inner circle, how-
ever, Kins\y finally responded in sum-
mer of 7693,handing down Leopold It
decision: all of Claveo's arguments were

rejected while at the same time all ducal
prcrogatives and duties were re-amrmed,
specifically mentioning that Eggenbergt
rcle as"protector [Schutz Collatur ßic)] and
holder ofjurisdiction".With respect to the
evidence from the RoZmberk archives,

the imperial decree held that in no way
did this privilege intend to"excorporate

[Hohenfurth] ttith respect to payment of
clntributizns, to the contrary, all fnancial
le,uies as ordered by either king or country [the
dietl are explicitly excluded and exempted,
ulrich is also supported by a u:ide tariety of
duca/ docunt ents, correspondence, and receipts;
it has been clearly prooen that since the year
1537 that the convent\ contributions ruere
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consigned to Krurnau Castle, added to the
Iord's taxes, andfrom thence [transferred] to
the RoyalTax Ofice in Prague."Ts

Leopold Ib decision thus ended Cla-
veo's aim ofexcorporation and contained
three points: first, the decree confirmed
Eggenberg's leading role"in the repartition-
ing of taxa, the quartering of troops, Uct.",
although in all fiscal matters pertaining to
the convent, a representative of Hohenfurth
was to be present. Second, while all original
receipts issued by the RoyalTax Office
were to remain in Krumau Casde, authen-
ticated copies were to be forwarded to
Hohenfurth, which further underscores the
abbey's status as incorporated entity. At the
same time, third, the decree reaffirmed the
conventt licensing privilege with respect to
its brewery in Höritz (Hoüce na Sumavö),
which also serves as a reminder that the
abbot's claims were initially derived from
Bohemia's beverage tax, to which this entire
affair remained, however loosely, connected
at all time.76

This outcome thus added to, not
reduced, the complexity of the Bohemian

"transferred from the true Bohemian [Czech language]", translated and notarised in Wittingau,
20 Jmuary 1689; s.p., Copy of the Original Compilation, Hohenfurth, 7 Jrne 1537 , translated and
notarised in Wittingau,23 January 1689.

7a SOATleboü,oddöleniÖeskyKrumlov,Vri-ög,sign. I4L a,fasc.63,s.p.,Receiptofthe600'h
PropertyTax, Vienna, 18 October 1600, translated and notarised in Wittingau,28 January 1689.

75 SOATieboi, oddöleni Öesky Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.63, s.p., Imperial Decree with
respect to Hohenfurth, Vienna, 11 August 1693 (emphases in the original); extensive transliterati-
ons of the original sources are available in S. SeNorn-Far.s, Herrschaft und Staatlichkeit, p. 337-340;
this privilege by Petr Vok of Roämberk is not mentioned in the convent's history by D. KarNoL,
Geschichte des Zisterzienserstiftes, p. 53-56, p. 78-79; note also that the older literature suggests
that this particular decree occurred two years earlieq as per M. MurscHLecHNrn, Dle Fürsten von
Eggenberg,p. 172-713.

76 SOAteboi, oddöleni Öesky Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.63, s.p.,Imperial Decree with
Respect to Hohenfurth, Vienna, 11 August 1693.
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fiscal system, and similar increases can also
be obserwed in a number of other sources
detaiJing, for instance, the rise in contri-
bution arrears and the similarly increasing
attempts to offset them against current and
future tax demands, comparable discussions
in Krumau Castle about current and future
requisitions by troops, and the large amount
of documents in which Eggenberg and his
administrators discuss matters pertaining
to individual subjects.TT Or' to mention
just one other instance, albeit very briefly,
in the misfortunes that befell the Poor
Clares in the city of Krumau during in
the first decade of the eighteenth century.
In the context ofJoseph I's escalation of
both the War of the Spanish Succession
and the fight against the contemporaneous
insurrection in Hungary led by Ferenc
Räköczi, which erupted in 1703,demand
for revenues spiralled out of control. F"we

years later, the cracks in the Habsburg
monarchy's fiscai-financial regime had
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become too visible to ignore: increasing
fiscal pressures since the outbreak ofthe
"Great Turhsh War" a generation earlier
and the gradual exhaustion ofthe tax-pay-
ing subjects'capabilities to keep up with
the exigencies ofwar had become too big
to ignore. In 1708 Krumlovian Poor Clares
petitioned Eggenberg to"shoztt nterqt and

forward...this petition to His Majesty, includ-
ing your recommendation". Never before
in its 400-year history had the convent I

had to face a comparable existential threat,
abbess Beatrix wrote to Eggenberg, but if
taxation levels do not recede soon,"especialll
all those successive extraordinarylevies, my
conventi ruin is a/l but assured'.78 Between
1705 and 1708 alone, the Poor Clares'
arrears amounted to more than 7,300 fl., yet

the nuns' annual revenues barely reached
600 fl. Faced with this existential threat,
abbess Beatrix had no choice but to ask for
the forgiveness of these arrears, but not of
current or future tax demands.Te Yet neither

STEPHAN SANDER-FAES

1[e irnperial court in Vienna nor the Royal

Bohemian Deputation in Prague provided

nny reßef whatsoever.so By spring 1709, the
poor Clares were reduced to appeal to their
jyotectot,Eggenberg, who in return asked

foth his solicitor and his chief adminis-

tratot Sebastian von Liebenhaus, to come

up with any suggestions.sr Both officials,

how.u.t, pointed to the onJy remaining
option: the Partial assumption of the Poor

ilar.r'd.bts by Eggenberg; yet, it is hardly
surprising that Eggenberg did not commit
to any such thing (at least in writing as no

additional documents thereto exist in the

extensive records that deal with the poten-
tial consequences of these suggestions).82

The Fiscal-Mfütary State, War,
and Consequence: a Fiscal-Military
Lordship?
What, then, can we make of these ex-
amples? They might, certainly, serve as

vignettes of the complexities and idiosyn-
crasies of early modern monarchies whose
ambitious protagonists required more
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and more money to wage war,which in
turn fed into the eventual establishment
of increasingly intricate fi scal-fi nancial
arrangements: state expenditures and the
army marched in lockstep, the military
became better organised and administered,
and tax receipts rose as well, in part due to
the conquest of Hungary and Transylva-
nia and changes in the allocation offiscal
resources. In addition, recent research
revealed the importance of the territorial
estates in the improvement of the Aus-
trian monarchyt fi scal-fi nancial-military
constitution.83

But there is another picture we can
paint of these same developments, the
one sketched in this essay. Like virtually
everything else - from European mon-
archy in general to kingdoms and lands
governed by the Habsburgs to individual
lordships - Bohemia's taxes were equally
"composite" in nature and consisted of
avariety of different categories.s4 Be-
tween the 1650s and 1700, the diet's ap-
propriations increased by a factor offour77 Onthefirstissue,see,e.g.,SOATieboi,oddöleniÖeskylGumlogVü-ög,sign. I4La,fasc.64,

s.p., Assignation, Ktumar.,30 December 1704; on the second topic, provisions of "accommodation
(borh uitt Forh') and Seruice (light, wood, salt, and bed)", cf M. HocsnoLrNce n,Austria\ Wars of
Ertergence,p.131, and, e.g., SOA Tieboi, oddö1eni Ceslcy IGumlov, Vü - ög, sign' I 4 L a,fasc' 62,

,.p., d"..ution Letter, IGumau,31 May 1675;fasc.63, s.p., Execution Letter,Wesseli an der Lains\tz
(veseli nad Luznici), 31 october 1700; fast.64, s.p., Rescript by Eggenberg in case ofan Execution,
lSumau, 13 January 1706; on the third issue, the case of Gregor Daubslqy is paradigmatic with respect

to clear-cut asrrlmptio.r, of integration via fiscal c_entralisation: Daubsky apprcared repeatedly in the
colespondence between the mayor ofBudweis (Öesk6 Budöjovice), Frantz Pruntaus, and Eggenberg's

tax oficial,Johann Prix; Daubsky had both payment diffculties as well as marriage problems - but
therearetworeasons astouhyheappearsintheserecords:first,becauseofhisinabilitytopaythe
anticipated sums as taxes doubled from one month to the next, and second, because Daubsky was one,

ofEggenberg's subjects, but the osed$ assigned to his house was incorporated into the fiscal regime of
the city of Budweis; cf S. SaNora-Fars,llerrschaft und Staatlichkeit,p. 341-349.

soA Tieborl, oddöleni Öesky Krumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a,fasc.65, s.p., Beatrix windterischin
to Eggenberg, IGumau,26 August 1708 (emphases in the original); s.p. Petition by the Poor Clares,
IGumau,26 August 1708.

SOA Tieboä, oddöleni Öesky IGumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L o.,fasc.65, s.p., Documents enclosed to
the Petition, Klumau,26 August 1708

7A

79

80 SOAT?eboö,oddöleniCeslyKrumlov,Vü-ög,sign. I4La,fasc.65,s.p.,JohannGeorgvon
Ma:tzbergto Eggenberg, Vienna,5 September 1708; s.p.,Johann Georg von Matzberg to Eggen-
berg, Vienna, 12 September 1,708; for the official reply see s.p.,Johann Wenceslaus Wratislaw von
Mitrowitz to the Poor Clares, Vienna, 8 November 1708; the Poor Clares then appealed to the
Bohemian instances, for which see s.p., Petition by the Poor Clares Addressed to the Royal De-
putation, Krumau, 31 January 1709; and Egenberg's letter ofsupport, s.p., Eggenberg to the Royal
Deputation, Vienna, 16 February 1709.

sr SOA Tiebori, oddöleni Öesky lGumlov, Vü - ög, sign. I 4L a, fasc. 65, s.p., Eggenberg to Sebastian
von Liebenhaus, Vienna, 13 April 7709; s.p., Eggenberg to Johann Zenker, Krumau, 22 June 1709.

82 For an extensively documented account of this episode, cf. S. SeNopn-EAes, Herrscbaft tmd
Sraa 1 lichkei /, p. 285-291.

83 Summarised by T WrNrEr-sruex, Krieg und Herrschaftszterdichtung, p. 37-60; on the territorial
estates'role W. Goosav, The Sinetrs of Habsburg Pouer, see also notes 37 md 38.

t' Cf.J. Pruet , Öesl<d ftatastrj, p. 24-26, firther details on p. 57-66; consider the characterisations of
the Habsburg monarchy, which Evans determined to have been "a mild1y centripetal agglutination
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to six over the course of a mere half-cen-
tury, and they did so by both raising
existing taxes as well as introducing
a number of additional and extraordinary
positions.ss Reconstruction of the Eggen-
berg possession's fiscal history suggests
that military contributions alone were not
responsible for this drastic rise in tax re-
ceipts; betwe en 1682 and 17 0L,the num-
ber ofindividual tax positions rose from
sixteen due dates peryear (1682 through
1691, consisting of monthly contributions

STEPHAN SANDER.

plus four additional positions) to twen-
ty-two due dates over the course ofthe
seventeenth century's last decade. During
these trying decades, the princely tax of-
fice administered the twelve instalments
of thd" monthly contributio ns - 240 tax
positions over twenty years - as well as
144 of these so-called Terminsteuern,
bringing the total to 384 tax positions.s6
All of these were administered, paid for,
and cleared individually.

Figure 3: Due-dates, Lords, and Villagers, 1682-1701
Contribution' T>Lordb T>MarketTowns" T > Subiectsd Totals'

No. ofTr 240 45 -tt 62 384
Totalse 398,736 136,501 7,628 84,919 620,793
Sharer' 13.5 100

Sources: SOA Tfeboü, oddäteni Öeskli Krumlov, Vü - ig, sign. I 4 L a,fasc. 62, 63, and 64, s.p.,
Overoiew ofTaxes Paid, 1682-1701, Krumau, s.d.; cf S. Sander-Faes, Herrschaft und Staatlichkeit,

?. 203, ?. 231-234; all monetary oalues inf.

(")

63.5 22 1

(b)
(cl

Number of due dates and money equivalents deriving from the monthly contributions, which
rested exclusively on the subjects.
Number of due dates and money equivalent of Terninsteuern (T) paid for by Eggenberg.
Number of due dates and money equivalent o{ Terminsteuern paid for by the market towns
within the Eggenberg domains.

of bewilderingly heterogenous elements", and which these days - much like Russian matryoshka
dolls, but with a certain Brunnerian twist - is labelled a 'tomposite state consisting of composite
states"l quotes respectively from R. EvnNs, 7he Habsburg Monarchy,p.447; Thomas WrNxrr-
nnunn, 1526 - Die Enßtehung der zusammengesetzten Monarchie der österreichischen Linie des Hauses
Habsburg,in: M. Scheutz - A. Strohmeyer, Schlüsseljahre österreichischer Geschichte, p. 59-78,
here p. 59.

Taxes rose from between 300,000 to 500,000 fl. in the 1650s to berween 7.Bm (7697/98) to 2.3rn
fl. (1700); cf J. Pexei., Öeskd katastry,p.57-69;P. Main, "Unerträgliche Praegravation",p. 1,62-1,72;
J. BfnrNcen, Zes Habsbourg et l'argent,p. 163-382, especially p. 261,-273; see also note 31.

Numbers are the annual aggregates consisting of 12 instalments of the military contributions plus 4
Terminsteuern (7682-7697,with the exception of 1685, which saw 8 Tbrminsteuern); the median for
this decade was 4 per year; there were 8 Tbrminsteuern in 1692 and 1693, 1.1. in L694,13 in 1695,75
in 7696 and1697,9 in1.698,77inl699,fo11owed by 5 each in 1700 and 1701; the median for this
decade was 1 0; S. SeNonn-F rns, H errs c h aft un d S ta a t I i c h ke i t, p. 20I-2I3.
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(d) Number of due dates and money equivalent of Terminsteuern paidfor by the subjects.
(e) Totals of due dates and money equivaients.

(f) Gives the total number of due dates, divided between Eggenberg (Lord), market towns
(Markets), and Subjects.

G) Gives the totals of the respective tax revenues.

(h) Gives the share of the respective tax category relative to the amount of total tax paid.

To put these numbers into context,we
need to differentiate between monthly
mifiary taxes, or contributions, and all
other tax positions, or Terminsteuern.Wh/c
the former increased by about a third
between 1682 and 1701, these numbers
pale in comparison to the latter category:
both their annual incidence as well as their
rnonetary value increased by a factor of
sixteen to seventeen: four tax positions in
1682 yielded c. 1.,5 48 fl ., whereas fifteen
taxpositions in7697 yielded c.25,927 fl.
Yet these totals can be somewhat mislead-
ing, and this becomes self-evident once
questions about the social distribution of
these resulting tax payments is taken into
consideration. It is true that Eggenbergt
share had amounted to a meagre two
percent (1682) ofthe annual total,which
increased to about forty-two percent in
I694;yet,it is equally telling that in 7699,
the year that saw the highest amount of

tax receipts, the lord's share had again
decreased to its two-decadal mean of about
twenty percent. Here we note that the con-
tributions, or military taxes, fell exclusively
on the subjects, and in-depth analysis of
these numbers tells a somewhat hidden,
but nonetheless real, story ofthe exigencies
of war. In 7682, for instance, contribution
payments - that is, paid for by the subjects
alone - amounted to c.93 percent of the
entire tax revenues stemming from the
Eggenberg domains. The military tax'share
dropped to below fifty percent during only
fouryears (1694-7697) during the final
two decades ofthe seventeenth century
(see also Egure 2). At the same time, and
because the subjects were also paying a con-
siderable part ofthe extraordinary taxes,
the lord's share of the total exceeded forty
percent only once (1694),wrth Eggenberg's
two-decade average remaining at around
afifth.87

8i Cf rrroErr, p. 1'65-238.Two words of warning here: first, the data analysed here treats all taxes as
money of account (meaning payment in specie and kind as well as bookkeeping entries) that were
funne1led through the seignorial administration in lirumau Castle, which includes a number of
,,additional tax grants" (Nebenvenrilligungen); it does not, however, cover those amounts that were
levted dirutll on individual property owners. On the former see S. SnNoen-Fax, Herrschaft und
Staatlichkeit, p. 207-9, for details on the year 1697 note further that these ,other' tax positions
d9 upp"=t every now and then in the correspondence when, e.g., Eggenberg in the context ofthe
,,Great Tirrkish War" argued that he and his wife were taxed an addliionat i ,200 fl,. in wealth taxes
to help fund the relieve effort of vienna in 1683; SoA Tieboö, oddöleni öesky Krumlov, Vü - ög,
r 4L a,62,s.p.,Memorandum by Eggenberg, vienna, 15 May L683;see the tianscription s. ser l
otn-FArs, -Flzrrs cltaft und Staatlichkeit,p. 336-7, n 110. On these additional taxes levied on the
property owners assembled in the diet, see P.Mxia,,,Unerträglithe Praegravation", p. 167-8.
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Figure 4: Social distribution the tax burden, 1682-1701
Contribution' Terminsteuernb T > Lord'

1682 27 406
1683 2,436
1684 t7 85
1685 16,061 8

1686 18
1687 t7 784
1688 18
1689 T7 782
1690 17 aa 727
t69t 18,744
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fiscal administration, which in turn led

to ^ 
growingbacklog: each ofthese tax

oositions was administered and doc-

irm.nt.d individually, and each of the

respective quitclaims had to signed and

seaJedby each of the four Supreme Royal

f6r Collectors (Oberste Steuer-Einnehmer,

l{eyuyisslf Bernicy,ot Regni Bohemiae Su-

1renus Quaestor).88 It is hardly surprising
'thatthe massive increase in individual tax

positions led to a corresponding rise in
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delays between assigning a tax position,
receiving payment, and issuing the quit-
claim: around 1680, the number of days
elapsed between the tax assignment and
the issuance ofits receipt averaged around
fifty days; by the 1690s, it took already
twice as long, and during the War of the
Spanish Succession the cumulative effects
of these developments resulted in delays in
excess ofthree hundred (average) to four
hundred (median) days.se
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43 1675-79

t692 18 744 5:
1693 18 922
1694 18
1695 1.8,460 27,377 19,046 45,937
1696 18,6t0 22,966 14,620 4r,576 35 1680-841697 78,904 25,927 12,393 44,83I 28 1685-891698 18,8L8 t8,437 7,993 37,255 27 1690-941699 27,300 25,902 70,566 53,202 20 1695-991700 25,710 5,647 3,477 30,757 11 1700-04r70t 29,306 8,847 6,501 38,153 17 t70s-09

Sources: SOA Tieboü, oddöteni Öukli Krumlo,u, Vü - ig sign. I4L a,fasc. 62, 63, and 64, s.p.,

Overwiezu ofTaxes Paid, 1682-1701, Krunrau, s.d.; cf, S. Sander-Faes, Herrschaft und Staatlichkeit,
p. 231-234; all nonetary values inf.

(") Totals ofthe yearly contributions.
(b) Totals of the yearly Terrninsteuern.
(.) Amount of the Tbrminsteuern tot^ls paid by Eggenberg.
(d) Total amount of taxes, consisting of the sums of (a) and (b).
(.) Share (a,l) in percent ofthe total amount ofthe taxyield paid for by Eggenberg.

inTax 1 675-1709
No. of Sources" Timein

median
31Al31q 49 55,4
201' 26 54
xAl33q 48 6t,5
1.7 A JJ 720 t20
32 Al 47 Q* 110 160
184 32 224
274 29 443 339

Sources: SOA Tieboä, oddölen{ CesQi Krumloo, Vü - ig sign. I4L a,fasc. 62, 63, 64, 65, and 66; cf
S. Sander-Faes, Herrschaft und Staatlichkeit, p. 316-319.

(a) No. of sources in the tax records; A = assignation; Q= quitclaim, or receipt.
(b) Time elapsed (in days) between the assessment notice on the amount of tax due issued by the

Eggenberg administrators and the issuing of the respective quitclaim.

88 The RoyalTax Ofice in Prague consisted of one member of each of the diet's curia, that is of one
cleric, lord, knight, and a representative ofthe royal towns, (s)elected by the diet; if need be, changes
could be made in-between sessions of the diet. Both German and Czech tides derive from primary
sources, for the Latin transiation see Ferdinand Mrxownc, Staro1itnosti a pamdtky zemä Öeskd,Praha
1870, vol. I, p. 117; on the ofice see Petr Mefe, Landstände und Landtage in den böhmischen untd öste-
rreichischen Ländern, (1620-1740). Von der Niedergangsgeschichte zur Interaktionsana$se, in: P. Mat'a -
T. Winkelbauer (edd.), Die Habsburgermonarchie \620-I740,p.345-400,here p. 394-395; P. Meia,
"Unerträgliche Praegraoation, p. 160-161, both instances incl. additional references.

8e S. SaNoen-Fens,Herrschaft und Staatlichkeit,p. 311-328, note trigs. 12 andI2.7 on p. 316 and
p. 318, respectively; see also the synthetic analysis oftax and other data onp. 445-466,especially
trigs. 16 and 17 on p. 453 and p. 455, respectively.

'l
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These numbers convey information
about the monetary side of the Habsburg
monarchy's fiscal regime in Bohemia,
but the reconstruction of Eggenberg's
tax history is also revealing in another
way: there were no meaningful changes
in bureaucratic practices in any ofthe
instances involved, neither in Prague

(diet, Statthalterei; RoyalTax Ofice), the
circle administrations, or in the individ-
ual lordships. It comes as no surprise,
then, that the massive increase in in-
dividual tax grants by the diet, relayed
by the other Prague-based institutions,
and the continuation of time-honoured
practices increased the complexity of the
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Conclusions: The Composite Nature
ofDomination
This essay's foray into the interactions
between centre and periphery, exemplarily
undertaken from the vantage point ofthe
latter, suggests the following conclusions.
First, and with respect to state formation,
historians and social scientists have long
pointed to the integrative role ofcentral-
ising fiscal-financial-military regimes in
eady modern monarchies, but most of
these studies do so from the perspective
ofthe centre. Studying identical events

and developments from the point of view
ofthe Eggenberg possessions in southern
Bohemia during the second half of the
seventeenth century also reveals both the
" ac comp lis h m ents of th o s e exercis ing poto er,

but [alsoJ its efecß and its limitations."eo
While the establishment of a distinc-
tively Habsburg variety of a fiscal-finan-
cial-military regime around the turn of
the eighteenth century made possible
the emergence of the Austrian monar-
chy as a great power, we should be wary
of drawing conclusions based on such
a one-point persPective. Recent research
on both the imperial court and the role of
the territorial estates revealed that there, as

elsewhere,was a high degree of "coopera-
tion" and "consensus" among the monarch's
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privileged orders, which allowed for the
establishment of a fi scal-financial-military
regime comparable Europe's other powers,
but this was done ä I'autrichienne.erlhat
said, this does not mean that the territori{
estatds were offered much of a choice in
these arrangements, and neither "cooper*
ation" nor "consensus" betvveen monarch
and {obility should obscure the exploita-
tion ofthe subjects by their landlords and
the widespread poverty among the rural
lower classes, as was noted by a number
of travelling contemporaries such as the
French cleric Casimir Freschot or German
adventurer and writer Karl Ludwig von
Pöllnitz.e2

This essay, a case study focused on the
Bohemian possessions of the Eggenberg
fzmily,asked about the concrete manifes-
tations of such a fiscal-financial-military
regime outside the centre, and in doing
so provides a first look at these devel-
opments from the vanta;ge point of the
periphery. As has been shown, the prince
of Eggenberg was among the kingdom's
most important aristocrats, but that did
not spare his subjects from the exigencies
of seemingly perennial warfare around
the turn of the eighteenth century. We
note further that the drastic increase
in tax revenues during these decades

"t This argument has been most forcefully espoused byW. Goosnv, Zhe Sinetos of Habsburg Pouer,
especially p. 5-72, incl. additional references; see also notes 35, 36, and 37'

e2 Casimir Fnnscnor, Äezz arques Historigues Et Critigues Faites dans un Voyage dTtalie en Hollande dans

I Annde 1704, Contenant lei Meurs, Intiräß, tl Retigion, de la Carniole, Carinthie, Baoiere, z{utriche,

Boheme, Saxe, {.1 Des Electorats Du Rhin, Cologne i705, vol. I, p. 127-145, esp. p. 132-136; or Karl
Luowrc voN Pölr-nrrz, Des Freyherrn von Pöltnitz Briefe Wehhe Das mercktoürdigste von seinen

Reisen und die Eigenschaften derjinigen Personen, uoraus die oornehrnsten Höfe oon Europa bestehen, in
sich enthalten,Frankfurt am Main 1738, p. 270-281,esp'277178'
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,'ras accomplished in the absence of any

sffucrural changes in their appropriation,

otganisatioft , and admi nistrative practices

,r"*.[ ur absent any meaningful economic

/evelopment'e3 To the contrary, in-depth
analysis ofthe tax records preserved in the

Eggenberg archive suggests a combination
ol local,that is, at the level of individual

lordships, regional, that is, within the

kingdom of Bohemia, and supra-regional -
the Habsburg monarchy at war - (dis-)
connections. Drastically rising fiscal
Dressures found their expression in the rise
'of the sublects' indebtedness, increasing

administrative and postal delays while at
the same time domination's fragmentation
was adding to, not reducing or streamlin-
ing, the institutional and social complexity
on all levels, from the lordship via the
circle administrations to the Prague-based
institutions.ea
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Hence,we can draw two main conclu-
sions: on the one hand, reconstruction and
analysis of the Eggenberg possessions'tax
history documents the extent to which
fiscal pressures emanating from Vien-
na and Prague caused both centralising
effects as well as furthered the already
existing fragmentation of traditional
patrimonial domination. In other words:
fiscal integration adds to, not reduces,
institutional complexity in the Eggenberg
domains of southern Bohemia. Whereas
this statement might seem contradictory,
one should be wary of treating this one
case study as an aberration or outlier; to
the contrary, if this happens in Bohemiat
largest agglomeration of property titles, it
seems reasonable to assume that similar
developments can be identified elsewhere
in the kingdom. On a more general level,
and while that statement might seem

93 lvo Pr.scHÄöer - I(arolTi.isxa, Vylvoj sprdayin: idem (edd.), Stätni Archiv v Tieboni. Prüvodce
po archivnich fondech, Prague 1958 (= Prüvodce po archivnich fondech 9), vol. II, p. 43-87; on
economic developments see Eduard Mauu, Die toirtschaftliche, soziale und demographische Enttric-
klung Böhmens, 1648-1740,in: Walter Leitsch (ed.), Polen und Osterreich im 17. Jahrhundert,
Wien 1,999 (= Wiener Archiv für Geschichte des Slawentums und Osteuropas 18), p. 68-108;
tontr, Staat und (lokale) Gu*herrschaft, nnv', Der Staat und die lokalen Grundobrigkeiten. Das Beispiel
Böhmen und Mähren,in: P. Mafa -T. Winkelbauer (edd.), Die Habsburgermonarchie 7620-1740,
p.443-453; on northern Bohemia see, e.g., Sheilagh OctLvte, Zur ökonomischen Wlt der Unterta-
nen in Böhmen. Eine Fallstudie zur Herrschaft Frjdlazf, in: Markus Cerman - Hermann Zeitlhofer
(edd.), Soziale Strukturen in Böhmen. Ein regionaler Vergleich von Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft in
Gutsherrschaften, 16.-19. Jahrhundert, Wien 2002 (= Sozial- und wirtschaftshistorische Studien
28),p.I45-I73; on southern Bohemia see, e.g., Hermann ZntllsorBn, Flachs und lokale Öhonomie.
Arbeitsbezieltungen und das Agroslstern im südlichen Böhmeruald (17. bis 19. Jahrhundert),in: Rita
Garstenauer - Erich Landsteiner - Ernst Landthaler (edd.), Land-Arbeit. Arbeitsbeziehungen
in iändlichen Gesellschaften Europas (17. bis 20. Jahrhundert), Innsbruck 2010 (= Jahrbuch für
Geschichte des ländiichen Raumes 2008), p. 20-35; :rnv, Besitzu:echsel und sozialer Wandel. Leben-
slänfe und sozioökonornische Entvsicklung im südlichen Böhmentald, 1640-1840,Wien 20L4 (= Sozial-
und wirtschaftshistorische Studien 36).

This is further underlined by the corresponding increase oftax documents that mention key terms
such as "debt", "military", "taxes", "coercion", etc. whose incidence rose in tandem with the above-
-mentioned developments; for their discursive analysis cf, S. Sarqoan-FArs, Herrschalft und Staatlich-
keit, p. 445-462, especially Frgs. 15 and 17 on p. 449-450 and p. 455-556, respectively.
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counterintuitive in an essay about state
formation, we are reminded that "there does

not exist...a rigid alternative betroeen the
validity and lack of rtalidity of a giaen order",
as \Meber maintained \n EconomY and
Society: "On the contrary, there is a gradual
transition betttteen the trtto extremes; and
also it is possible...for contradictory systems

of order to exist at the same time. In that
case each is ,valid'precisely to the extent that
there is a probability that action will in
fact be oriented to it."Therc is, perhaps, no
better example to illustrate these transitory
characteristics of "Legitimate Order" than
those archival documents that deal with
fiscal arangements in early modern Euro-
pean monarchies.es We are further encour-
aged to follow Brewer's lead who recently
maintained that \tate formation lperates

from the local and particular rather tban

frorn the top dortn, and the emphasis is not
just on the accornplishments of those exercising

power, but its efects and its limitations".e6
Recognition ofboth asPects, then,

suggests to embrace the composite naixe

STEPHAN SANDER-

of the late medieval and early modern
manifestations of traditional patrimonial
domination, or Herrscbaft.eT The term
"composite dominatiori' is proposed to
denote any combination of the following
aspects, which are neither mutually exclu-
sive nor must all of them be identifiable
at any given time; "composite domina
encqmpasses first, the sum of all
tion-related territorial contexts in any
ing organization", or H err s c h aftsv e rb an d.

refers, second, to the "social relationship"
between the lord and his or her subjects,
including, third and pars pro toto, all
jurisdictional aspects of said relationships
while remaining cognisant of the
diversity of each individual constituent
part of the ruling organisation' Conceived
as such, composite domination is thus,
fourth, a social, socio-functional, and
economic system that tied together the
lord and his or her subjects in a variety of
mutual obligations and rights transcend-
ing the overwhelmingly socio-economic
considerations of "demesne lordship".es

e7 See the similar conclusion by the late medievalist K]aus Schreiner:"Lordship in the late medieoal

and early modern period utas.'..dominium com?ositum in nature, i.e., tordship consisted of oarious rights."

Khus Stnraiu ni, Grundberrschaft - ein neizeitlicher Begriffir eine rnitteklterlicle Sache,inl. Get
hard Dilcher - Cinzio Violant" Gaa.), Strukturen und Wandlungen der ländlichen Herrschaftsfor-

men vom 10. zum 13.Jahrhundert. Deutschland und Italien im \/ergleich, Berlin 2000 (= Schriften

des ltalienisch-Deutschen Historischen Instituts inTrient l4),p.69-93,here p. 87 (emphasis in
the original).

e5 Max Wnse n, Economy and Society. An Outline of Interpretative Sociologl, Berkeley I97B,p' 31-33,
quote on p. 32.

e6 
J. Bnewan, Reaisitingllte Sineus of Pou;er,p.34.
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Tn recognition ofthe particularities ofthe
i,n66inittt^tt e and regulative order", we

iote, fifth, the communicative dynam ics
'n{rh" rort"tPonding variety of "media of
-""chang"" 

as well as, sixth, the natural en-
-uironment of any territorial context as the

orimary locus of its inhahitants'life con-

äitions.on Here we further note that this

lafter aspect might be more relevant to the

subiects and the princely administrators

due to the often absent land-owner, which

suggests, seventh' that domination in its

/VEDECKE STUDIE/

late medieval and early modern manifes-
tation should thus be considered a hybrid
of real, or actually existing, andfctitious
components. Perhaps evoking Schrödin-
ger's Cat, this last characteristic also points
to the necessity to incorporate into future
analysis any number of appropriate spatio-
temporal considerations - that is, time and
space in all their multiple variations and
combinations - to better account for the
complexities of premodern 1ife.100

and Lords in Eastern Europe, 1300-1800,Basingstoke 201,2 (= Studies in European History), especi-
ally 7-9; cf. M. Wenun,,Eranoml and Society,p. 63-68 (economic action).

ee On the epistemological-sociological conceptions see Björn Knevs,'Ihe Life W Lioe and the Life
We Experience. Introducing the Epütemological Diference bettueen "Lifeuorld" (Lebensue/t) and "Life
Conditioni' (Lebenslage), Social Work & Society 13,2015,p. I-9.

100 If not noted otherwise, the quotes in this paragraph are from M. Wennn, -Dranoml and Society,
p.2618 (social relationship), p. 33-36 (types of legitimate order), p. 40-43 (communal and asso-
ciative relationships), p. 46-48 (representation and mutual responsibilify), p. 51-52 (administrative
and regulative order), p. 53-54 (power and domination), p. 76-80 (media ofexchange); cf also
S. SeNorn-Fans,Herrschaftundstaatlichkeit,p. 104-113,especiallyp.107-108.
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Stephan Sander-Faes
Composite Domination and State Formation, 1650-1700
Manorialism and the Fiscal-Financial-Mililtary Constitution in Habsburg
(Abstract)

This essay examines the consequences of the wars of Leopold I. Whereas the
of the "fiscal-military state" thesis transformed our understanding of central

modern stateover most
employ top-down perspectryes By 1n inter
and taxation on the regional and local levels in one of the monarchy's core lands,
and how they relate to the ongoing processes ofcentralisation. Based on the premise
individual actions and structural developments entail differing consequences for
institutions and the geographically more remote areas, this essay argues that state
gration in the centre was accompanied by decreasing ofcohesion on and control over
lower administrative levels. The Eggenberg possessions around Krumau serve as the
for an in-depth case study, out ofwhich emerges that the establishment of the
fiscal-financial-military regime led to added, not reduced institutional complexity due
the composite nature of traditional patrimonial domination, or Herrschaft.

KEYWORDS
Iiscal-military state; state formation; Habsburg monarchy; Bohemian lands; Seignorialism; composite
domination

the past three decades, studies focusing on early
contrast, I am interested the linkages of
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tl6lechtil6 näPoie
l(äva,öaj a öokol äda. naölechticlych sidlech Öech a Moravy ve dru-

lrd p olovin ö t7 . av 1 8. stole ti na zäkladö wyzkumu zämecl<ych

apÄäcov!'ch inventäiü

DANAMARESOVÄ

,,Pane profesore, portdzte ndm, kolik idlkü
'kiloy 

r.typila ilechtiina X? Naiei pan profesor

dobroryslnd odpoatldal: Tovdm nepottim, ale

,oain orim, kolik pdrü punöoch mdla do a!-
'bn y..."' Zdenka Villaniovä (1846-1880)

.i täkto dobirala profesora Karla Vladisla-

vaZapa (7872-1877),jenü. trdvil svüj öas

ta zämku StiiZkov nedaleko Beneöova.

Zämek zakoupil Karel Drahotin Villani
(1318-1883), ktery na nöj spoleönö s man-
ielkou Matyldou (1826-1885) zval mö5-
danskou (pieväLnö praäskou) spoleönost
na pr indniny.2 Vyöe uvedeny cität ukzz'$e
nato,Le möödanskä spoleönost druh6 po-
loviny 19. stoleti piemySlela o exotickych
pochutinäch, ale jeitö nedokinaJa odpovö-
döt na vöechny otäzw spojen6 s döjinami
kaZdodennosti ölechticü. Uryvek pochäzi
z doby,kdy popijeni kävy (ale i öaje a öo-
kolädy) piedstavovalo böZnou ziletttost
v möstskdm i venkovskdm prostfedi.
Ovöem jejich konzumace vidy zäv\sela

na finanönich moZnostech kupujicich.3
Zprvu ale tyto pochutiny vytäivaIy pouze
privilegovan6 vrstvy spoleönosti.

Poöätky zäjmu o ziskäväni exotickych
produktu, pochutin a piedmötu be nallzt
jiZ v dobäch prvnich zämoislqFch cest
a näslednych objeru. Novinlcy ze vzdäle-
nych svötu budilyv ranö novovök6 spoleö-
nosti najedn6 stranö fascinaci, na druh6
strach. Mnoh6 ze zprvu odmitanych novot
se pozdöji rozöäIly natoJik, Zeje dneSni
svöt kaZdode nnö rLivä. Öeskä historiogra-
fie se vöak prozatim exoticlqym näpojüm
plnö nevönovala.a Proto se piedklädany
ölänekzamöü na stolni kulturu urozencü,
piedstavi mistnosti ölechtickych sidel,
ve kterych se exotick6 näpoje piipravo-
valy a popilely,proces jejich serviroväni,
druhovou a materiälni skladbu, a pokusi
se zachytit s tim souvisejicitömatajako
otäÄq reprezentace, umöleckdho citöni öi
myöleni ölechticü.

Maryöa ReooirovÄ-SÄnncrr{, Satony. S dobooltnipodobiznami,Ptaha1920,s.87.

David PnocHÄ zr,t , Emanue/ Engel - dötst,ui a zrdni pratsfr1ho vlastence (1844-1870), Sbornik vlasti-
vödnych praci z Podblanicka 49,2009, s. 53-95,zde s.86.
Milena LaNoe n ovÄ, PenöLni den{hy ,,druh6ho pohlavi" ve druhd poloainä ,,dlouhiho" 19. stolet{,Theat-
rum historiae 6, 2010, s. 321-332, zde s. 326.

Kävou, öajem a öokolädou a pohledüm na nö z dietetickdho hlediska se zab'fvalKarcl ÖnnN{, Ktiaa,
iokoltida, öaj a jind poütky kuchynö i tdktirny 77. sto/et{,in: Zdeika BurSikovä -Ylclav Chroust - Karel
Vitäk (edd.), Döläm to k vötii sllrvöboäi a chväle vlasti. Bohuslav Balbin a jeho doba, Klatovy 2014,
s. 138-168.
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